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STATEMENT OF FINDINGS
CAPE HATTERAS NATIONAL SEASHORE
GENERAL MANAGEMENT PLAN/DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT PLAN
INTRODUCTION
Cape Hatteras National Seashore is located on the Outer Banks, a
barrier island chain off North Carolina's mainland coast. The islands
in the park were created and are continually reshaped by coastal
forces, and flooding is a common natural occurrence. In addition there
are extensive wetlands within the national seashore concentrated on the
western, or soundside, of the barrier islands. The national seashore
was established to preserve the ecological communities and processes of
the Outer Banks and to provide compatible visitor recreation.
The National Park Service (NPS) is in the process of adopting a new
General Management Plan for the park and has recently published Cape
Hatteras National Seashore General Management Plan/Development Concept
Plan/Amended Environmental Assessment (GMP/EA). Executive Orders 11988
(Floodplain Management) and Executive Order 11990 (Protection of
Wetlands) require the NPS and other Federal agencies to evaluate the
likely impacts of actions in floodplains and wetlands. The objectives
of the Executive Orders are to avoid to the extent possible any
long-term and short-term adverse impacts associated with occupancy,
modification, or destruction of floodplains and wetlands and to avoid
indirect support of development and new construction in such areas
wherever there is a practicable alternative.
The purpose of this Statement of Findings is to present the rationale
for locating proposed actions in the floodplain and to document the
anticipated effects on floodplain and wetland values.
FLOODPLAINS AND WETLANDS IN THE PARK AREA
The floodplains of Dare and Hyde Counties, where the national seashore
is located, were mapped in 1978 by the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (see floodplain map). According to the maps, the only facility
associated with Cape Hatteras National Seashore which is not on a
flood-prone site is the headquarters building at Fort Raleigh National
Historic Site on Roanoke Island. The coastal high hazard area covers
the majority of Bodie, Pea, and Hatteras Islands. On those islands the
only areas out of the coastal high hazard area are within the 100-year
floodplain and are limited to the crest of the primary dunes, small
areas of raised grounq at Whalebone Junction and in the village of
Avon, and the upland inactive dune field in the vicinity of Buxton and
Frisco. Ocracoke Island has not been mapped for the coastal high
hazard area; however, the pattern is probably similar to the adjoining
islands with the coastal high hazard area covering all but the crest of
the primary dunes.
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Within the boundaries of the national seashore, Frisco Campground and
Cape Point Campground and other NPS development near Buxton are within
the 100-year floodplain. All other park developments are within the
coastal high hazard area.
The national seashore has not yet been mapped under the Fish and
Wildlife Service's National Wetland Inventory. However, wetland sites
were determined by consulting the Soil Conservation Service's Soil
Survey of the Outer Banks, North Carolina (1977) which lists mapping
units described as "marsh." Except for one unimproved gravel parking
area at New Inlet, there are no NPS facilities on such soils. North
Carolina State Highway 12 which runs the length of the national
seashore crosses marsh soi ls on fi 11 in sorrE locations.
THE PROPOSAL IN RELATION TO FLOODPLAINS AND WETLANDS
The proposal and three alternatives are described in detail in the
GMP/EA. Since publication of the GMP/EA, the development proposal at
Ocracoke Village has been modified (see Plan Approval and Findings of
No Significant Impact, 1984) with no expected significant change in
environmental impacts.
Under the proposal a number of existing facilities will be
rehabilitated or replaced, and new structures will be built only in
those areas already impacted by existing development. Except for the
proposed visitor contact facility at Whalebone Junction and upgrading
of existing facilities at Frisco Campground and the Buxton area, all
proposed developments are within the coastal high hazard area. Options
for placement of facilities outside the coastal high hazard area and
100-year floodplain are nonexistent in the park, and they are limited
or unavailable within 10 miles of the park boundaries. Moving park
facilities out of the 100-year floodplain and the coa~tal high hazard
area, therefore, would be impractical, expensive, and costly in terms
of efficiency of operations, resource and visitor protection, and
energy conservation.
In considering the rehabilitation and/or relocation of existing
facilities and the siting of new facilities, historical coastal erosion
and overwash data (Dolan et al. 1975) were examined. Accordingly,
building sites that will interfere with these processes, or that will
be adversely affected by them, will be avoided to the greatest extent
possible. At proposed building sites within the coastal high hazard
area, structures will either be elevated on open works--walls, columns,
piers, piles--or will be portable, removable, or expendable. The
finished floor elevations of the more permanent buildings will be above
the combined storm surge and wave height as calculated for the specific
sites, to accommodate the 100-year floodwaters. The space below and
lowest floor will be free of obstructions to minimize impact on the
structure by abnormally high tides or wind-driven water. Construction
requirements wi 11 be in accordance with the 11 Fl oodp lain Management
Criteria for Flood-Prone Areas" (44 CFR 60.3). Other suggested design
guidelines are included in the "Design Manual, Cape Hatteras National
Seashore, North Carolina" (MTMA Design Group, P.A. 1979).
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To m1n1m1ze flood hazards to visitors and employees, the Park Service
will continue to cooperate with Dare and Hyde Counties in maintaining
and implementing a hurricane evacuation plan (Dare County Civil
Preparedness Agency 1980).
Proposed development sites, with two exceptions, are not within
wetlands. One exception, the soundside site at New Inlet, will be an
improvement of an existing gravel parking area and will result in no
further occupation or significant modification of the surrounding
wetland. The other exception is at the NPS developed area in Ocracoke
Village, where less than 0.1 acre of wetland vegetation will be
disturbed to provide boat-launching ramps for recreational use. Since
dredging is proposed, a Section 404/Section 10 permit will be required
from the Corps of Engineers prior to initiating this project. At some
soundside sites, boardwalks may be constructed to allow visitor access
and interpretation of wetlands, an action permitted under NPS
guidelines for compliance with Executive Order 11990.
Future need to relocate NC 12 may require crossing wetlands. If there
is no alternative available to crossing wetlands, trestles, culverts,
or other structures will be used to minimize occupation of wetlands or
modification of wetland hydrology.
Natural resources management will emphasize perpetuation of floodplain
and wetland values. Moreover, wetlands and floodplains will be used
for their educational, recreational and scientific qualities through
continued interpretive programs and research emphasis •
The NPS has determined that the proposed action conforms to State and
local ordinances concerning floodplains, wetlands, and coastal zone
management. This determination was confirmed by State agencies'
responses to the GMP/EA and by the State's concurrence with NPS Coastal
Zone Management consistency determination.
ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED
All three alternatives contained in the GMP/EA involve continued
occupation of the coastal high hazard area and 100-year floodplain. An
alternative for removing all facilities from flood-prone areas was not
considered to be feasible because it would not provide even the minimum
requirements of visitor use and resource protection as intended in the
park legislation. All of the park's resources are coastal;
consequently, recreation and operational facilities are functionally
dependent on close proximity to water; and development within the
coastal high hazard area is unavoidable.
The alternatives vary in the degree of development and use, although
none would greatly change floodplain or wetland values. The primary
flood-related problem under alternatives one and two is that most
existing park structures, particulary employee residences, are not
designed for flood-prone sites, and under either alternative this
situation would not be corrected. Under alternative three park
residences would be removed, ostensively removing NPS responsibility
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·for potential flood damage but forcinq employees into limited,
expensive and flood-prone housing in the island villages. Under the
proposal non-flood-proof park housing will be replaced with residences
raised on pilings above estimated flood and wave heights. Other park
structures would also be redesigned for flood protection under the
proposal.
There are 50 undesignated and unimproved automobile access roads to
soundside wetlands area. This uncontrolled access would continue under
alternative one. Alternatives two and three are similar in reducing
the number of soundside access points by perhaps half. The proposal
provides the greatest control over wetland access, reducing the number
of soundside sites to 10 and removing all undesignated access points.
CONCLUSION
The National Park Service concludes that there is no practicable
alternative to locating facilities at Cape Hatteras National Seashore
in the 100-year floodplain and coastal high hazard area. However,
under the proposal no new floodplains or wetlands will be occupied and
safety and property protection from flood damage will be improved.
Floodplain and wetland values will be enhanced by proposed
interpretive, research and resource management act fans. The NPS finds
the proposal to be acceptable under Executive Orders 11988 and 11990.
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SUMMARY

The National Park Service proposes a general management plan for Cape
Hatteras National Seashore that provides for the preservation of the
cultural resources and the flora, fauna, and natural physiographic
conditions, while allowing appropriate recreational use and public access
to the oceanside and soundside shores.
The plan proposes the following actions:
Control ling off road vehicles
Providing for ex panded
soundside sites

and

,

accessible

oceanside

and

Controlling the spread of exotic species of vegetation
Preparing necessary natural and cultural resource studies and action
plans to ensure that significant natural and cultural resources are
preserved and maintained in accordance with applicable NPS policies
and guidelines
local

governments

to

realize

mutually

The proposal provides the necessary development to support appropriate
visitor use and the needed improvements for park staff and operations.
It calls for improved visitor contact facilities for information/orientation/
interpretation at Whalebone Junction, Little Kinnakeet, Hatteras Weather
Bureau Station, and Ocracoke Village; provides for needed improvements
in the campgrounds; upgrades parking turnouts and provides new day
use facilities for beach users; closes some existing soundside sites to
public vehicle access and provides facilities at selected soundside sites for
public use; calls for site improvements for visitor use at Ocracoke Village
(including new public boat-launching ramps), at the Cape Point area
(including designated bicycle paths), and at the Cape Hatteras lighthouse
area; and provides for upgrading employee housing and park maintenance
facilities.
Three categories of alternatives were considered in arriving at the
proposed plan.
Alternative 1, the no-action alternative, represents the
situation that would occur if existing conditions were to continue.
This
alternative
is
undesirable
because
it
does
not
correct
existing
inadequacies in visitor use and park support facilities, nor does it remedy
adverse impacts of existing visitor use on the soundside environment.
Alternative 2, the minimum requirements alternative, provides for minimal
visitor use and is not considered adequate for current and projected
demands.
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easily

Allowing natural seashore dynamics to occur except in instances
when
life,
health,
significant
cultural
resources,
or
the
transportation link along North Carolina 12 would be jeopardized

Cooperating with state and
beneficial planning objectives
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Alternative 3 1s a
considered but were
and operating costs,
in the park or in the

collection of other reasonable actions that were
not proposed because of their associated developmer>t
and because they would duplicate facilities elsewhere
nearby villages.

The proposal and all the alternatives include similar strategies
management of the park's natural and cultural resources .

for

Neither· the proposal nor any of the alternatives
significant impac,ts on the human environment.

to
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PURPOSE AND NEED FOR THE PLAN

This
General
Management
Plan/Development
Concept
Plan/ Amended
Environmental Assessment (hereafter referred to as the GMP) combines
two documents, the proposed plan and an environmental compliance
document.
The proposed plan portion of the document sets forth the
basic philosophy that will guide management, development, and use of
Cape Hatteras National Seashore and describes the specific strategies that
will be followed for the next 5 to 10 years to resolve current issues and
achieve
identified
management objectives
(see
appendix
A).
The
environmental assessment portion contains descriptions of alternatives
considered,
the
environmental
consequences
of
the
proposal
and
alternatives, and compliance considerations.
In July 1981, an Environmental Assessment for ~ General Management
Plan/Development Concept Plan was written for Cape Hatteras National
Seashore.
That document presented alternatives for development but no
proposals.
The GMP presents proposals as well as alternatives and
presents more comprehensive information regarding the management,
development, and visitor use of the national seashore. The National Park
Service,
therefore,
decided
to
include an
amended
environmental
assessment with the GMP.
The GMP is also being written to comply with the requirements of the
National Parks and Recreation Act of 1978, which states:
"General
Management Plans for the preservation and use of each unit of the
National Park System . . . shal I be prepared."
As stated in the enabling legislation (see appendix B), Cape Hatteras
National Seashore was 11 establ ished, dedicated, and set apart as a national
seashore for the benefit and enjoyment of the people. . . . 11
In section 4
of the legislation, Congress specifically directed that "except for certain
portions of the area, deemed to be especially adaptable for recreational
uses,
particularly
swimming,
boating,
sailing,
fishing,
and other
recreational activities of similar nature, which shall be developed for such
uses as needed, the said area sh al I be permanently reserved as a
primitive wilderness and no development of the project or plan for the
convenience of visitors shall be undertaken which would be incompatible
with the preservation of the unique flora and fauna or the physiographic
11
conditions now prevailing in this area. .
The GMP will assist
seashore management in complying with these mandates.
Management and design proposals in the GMP address direct and indirect
threats to the park, which are caused by such factors as overwash and
shoreline erosion, spread of exotic species of vegetation, use of offroad
vehicles ( ORVs), and the population growth and increasing development
in the eight neighboring villages.
This growth leads to increased impact
on natural resources and increased demands for recreation facilities,
public services, potable water, rights-of-way for utilities, and use of
park lands for purposes that may not be in keeping with park
management objectives or legislation.
In general, the GMP addresses
visitor use, facilities development, and natural and cultural resources
management.
Specific issues discussed in the GMP include shoreline

1

I

I
management strategy, dune erosion control, ORV use, protection of the
Cape Hatteras lighthouse, maintenance of North Carolina (NC) 12,
oceanside access, soundside access, camping, and bicycle trails.
The purpose of the GMP is to inform N PS officials, other agencies, and
the public of the plan proposals so that comments and concerns can be
addressed prior to final decison making.
Following review of this
document and public response, the regional director will decide if the
proposed plan should be revised and will determine whether or not an
environmental impact statement is· required.
Once all the required
environmental compliance has been completed, the GMP will be finalized.
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The National Park Service (NPS) has prepared a new General Mana$~f~;t;~JEi~ --=-f~~r~
Plan (GMP~ for Cape Hatteras National Seas~ore. The plan will $J!f~~~-~~-;==---wt;}-1
preservat l on, use, development, and operation of the seashore far- ~h~~~t-.---!--;;n
next 5-10 years. Included in the GMP are Development Concept Pi-er -sr,-;~;;-~i;:;:,-~_E:
(DCP) for the Cape Point/Cape Hatteras Light Stat ion area and od w - - --- -·--- ·Isl and. Issued in January 1984, Cape Hatteras National Seashor~=::;!
_ · _ __ ·_
General Management Plan/D~velopment Concept Plan/Amended Enviro~
. '-!-~·
~
Assessment ( GMP /EA) describes the proposals for the GMP and DCP •s--a~
assesses alternative planning strategies and potential environmental f1Al'-E ~
impacts of imp 1ementat ion.
~ WU11G-

fi~

t3~

The purpose of this document is to record the selection of plan
-r1~
proposals and a Finding of No Significant Impact" pursuant to the
~.,,
Council on Environmental Quality's regulations for implementing the - r;i
National Environmental Policy Act (43 CFR 1500). This document should
be attached to the GMP/EA.
11
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THE PROPOSAL AND ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED
The GMP/EA contains detailed descriptions of the proposed plan and
three alternatives. In summary, the proposal is intended to protect
natural features and barrier island processes and to preserve cultural
resources while providing necessary development to support appropriate
visitor use and needed improvements for park operations. Alternative 1
is the no-action alternative representing the continuation of current
management and facilities. Alternative 2, the minimum requirements
alternative, would reduce the existing level of visitor and operational
facilities in spite of the current use level. Alternative 3 is a
catch-all alternative, rather than a broad strategy, containing other
reasonable actions which have been considered. The proposal and all
alternatives include similar strategies for the management of the
seashore's natural and cultural resources.
SUMMARY OF PUBLIC RESPONSE
The GMP/EA was released February 14, 1984, and comments were requested
by March 15. A total of 25 comnents were received from 7 individuals,
10 organizations, 5 local government agencies, 1 State representative,
1 Congressperson, and 1 Federal agency. The overall response was very
favorable to the plan with most commentors emphasizing a balance of
preservation and use. Specific comments from the Ocracoke Civic Club,
residents of Ocracoke Village, the New Jersey Beach Buggy Association,
and the Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) pointed out needed revisions or
clarification of the proposal. The changes are described below.
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PROPOSAL REVISIONS AND CLARIFICATIONS
After reviewing the public response and reconsidering the proposed
actions, the NPS has revised the Ocracoke Village portion of the
Ocracoke Island DCP. The formerly proposed 50-space short-term parking
area near the existing temporary visitor contact station has been
deleted from the plan in order to retain the open lawn for informal
recreation. Also, in consultation with the North Carolina Department
of Transportation, the NPS will retain the existing circulation,
parking, and ticket office at the ferry dock and w~ll reduce the
proposed 200-space parking area to approximately 100-spaces. These
revisions of the DCP are as shown on the attached map which supercedes
the map on page 41 of the GMP/EA. The changes will mean a savings of
$238,000 over the GMP/EA proposal and will reduce the potential for
adverse environmental consequences.
An error was made on page 61 of the GMP/EA in referring to 22 acres of
land within the NPS boundary at Ocracoke Village being used by private
individuals because of a misaligned fence. The correct figure is 1.12
acres in question. The proposal to resolve the situation through
agreements between the NPS and affected landowners is retained.
The New Jersey Beach Buggy Association objected to a reference in the
biological assessment for endangered species (page 114 of the GMP/EA)
which mistakenly implied that off-road vehicle (ORV) use is prohibited
within 20 feet of the primary dune base. Although ORV users are
discouraged from disturbing the dune base and relatively little use
occurs there, there is no current or proposed regulation prohibiting
use in the 20-foot margin, unless the site is specifically closed due
to the occurrence of an active sea turtle nest. The FWS has been
notified of the error and has agreed that the effects of the proposal
as corrected do not appear different from what was originally
considered in their biological opinion and, therefore, are not likely
to jeopardize the continued existence of threatened or endangered
species. However, the NPS is committed to continuing its consultation
with the FWS regarding protection of sea turtles and other threatened
or endangered species and to specifically address protection techniques
in Resource Management Plans and related action plans. Consultation
will also address hunting on Bodie Island.
Park housing is proposed in compliance with OMB Circular A-18 and
NPS Management Po 1i c i es. It wi 11 conform to any changes in park
housing policy now being considered. Appropriately designed modular
structures will be used to reduce construction and maintenance costs.
SUMMARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES
The potential environmental consequences of the proposal are described
on pages 87 through 99 of the GMP/EA. As stated above the revision of
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the Ocracoke Village OCP will slightly decrease the potential
consequences by reducing the disturbed area by approximately 1 acre.
The GMP/EA documents compliance with the Endangered Species Act (pages
91 and 113-117 and as noted in this document), Executive Orders 11988
and 11990 concerning floodplains and wetland management (pages 82-85
and 91, see attached Statement of Findings), and other environmental
regulations. The GMP/EA cites future needs for State and Federal
permits for dredge, fill, and boat ramp construction (page 86) and
relates the proposal and alternatives to the North Carolina Coastal
Zone Management Program (page 98). The National Park Service has
determined and the State has concurred that the proposed action is
consistent with the North Carolina Coastal Zone Management Plan.
Compliance with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act
of 1966, as amended, was completed in accordance with the 1981
amendments to the Prograrrmatic Memorandum of Agreement on the NPS's
planning process. This agreement was executed in December 1979, among
the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, the NPS and the National
Conference of State Historic Preservation Officers. For clarification,
it should be noted that the Bodie Island Lifesaving/Coast Guard Station
proposed for use as a visitor contact station will not be situated in
the vicinity of the Whalebone Junction intersection. Consequently,
there will be no potential for adverse effects from commercial
development and the character of the relocation site will be similar,
although not identical, to the structure's historic setting.
CONCLUSION
After review of the GMP/EA and the public response to it, the NPS
concludes that the potential environmental consequences of the proposal
and the alternatives were adequately described and that compliance with
the Endangered Species Act, Executive Orders 11988 and 11990, the
National Historic Preservation Act, and other pertinent regulations has
been sufficiently documented.
The proposals described in the January 1984, GMP/EA together with the
revisions noted in the "Proposal Revisions and Clarification" section
of this document, are adopted as the General Management Plan/
·oevelopment Concept Plan for Cape Hatteras National Seashore.
It is further concluded that the adopted plan does not constitute a
major Federal action significantly affecting the quality of the human
environment within the terms Section l02(2}(c) of the National
Environmental Policy Act. Therefore, an Environmental Impact Statement
is not required.
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OVERVIEW OF THE NATIONAL SEASHORE

Cape Hatteras National Seashore, located just off the mainland coast of
North Carolina in Dare and Hyde counties, is an 80-mile-long series of
narrow, dynamic sandy barrier islands including Bodie, Pea, Hatteras,
and Ocracoke islands.
The width of the national seashore ranges from 700 feet at its narrowest
point on Hatteras Island at Sandy Bay to 6,800 feet at its widest point on
Bodie Island.
(The widest point of the barrier islands is over 2 miles
and includes the vi I I age of Buxton.)
Along most of its length, the
national seashore is relatively flat with an elevation of less than 5 feet
above mean sea level.
However, beach dunes, which run the full length
of the seashore, range from approximately 10 feet to nearly 30 feet in
height.
Undulating dune fields are found elsewhere on the islands, and
the highest topography in the park reaches 60 feet near Frisco.
This barrier island chain is separated by as much as 25 miles from the
mainland by Pam I ico Sound.
In most places al~mg the national seashore,
the depth of the sound near the barrier islands is very shallow,
restricting some boat use.
The dynamic barrier islands are continually reshaped by winds, bayside
flooding, and ocean waves, currents, and overwash that create, cause the
migration of, and close inlets, erode and accrete the shoreline, and cause
changes in topography and migration of dunes.
The most dramatic
changes occur during northeasters (extratropical storms) and hurricanes
(tropical storms).
Both types of storms can be extremely destructive and
can cause flooding from both the ocean and sound sides of the barrier
islands.
The landscape of the national seashore changes from broad sandy beaches
to fore-island dunes, then to grassy flats broken by the NC 12 road
corridor and by scattered smaller dunes and ponds, and finally to
vaguely defined back-island dunes and marshes that merge with the
waters of the sound.
In the higher elevations, such as in the Buxton
area, maritime forests occur.
These environments provide rich habitat
for marine and terrestrial plants and animals (see Characteristics of
Typical Barrier Island Cross-Section graphic).
Cape Hatteras is one of seven national seashores distributed along the
A ti antic Coast from Massachusetts to Florida.
However, it is the only
national seashore serving the heavily populated mid-Atlantic Coast that
has automobile access along virtually its entire length.
The essentially natural character and the ease of accessibility accounts
for the popularity of the national seashore.
Beach activities provide the
main attraction for the nearly 2,000,000 annual visitors to the national
seashore.
These activities include swimming, surfing, surf fishing,
sunbathing,
hi king,
and
ORV
driving.
Other attractions include
camping, birdwatching, hunting, visits to the sound shore, interpretive
programs, and visits to historic sites, including the well-known Cape
Hatteras lighthouse.
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NC 12 runs the length of the islands and provides the only road access
for eight villages.
The state of North Carolina has responsibility for
maintaining the road. However, a bill has been introduced in the House
of Representatives to permit the secretary of the interior to enter into an
agreement with the state to jointly share cost of repair and maintenance
of roadway sections within the national seashore.
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Oregon and Hatteras inlets separate the islands and provide water access
from Pamlico Sound · to the Atlantic Ocean.
The Herbert C . Bonner
Bridge over Oregon Inlet and the free state-operated ferry service across
Hatteras Inlet provide vehicle access between islands.
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State-operated toll ferryboats provide access to the national seashore at
Ocracoke Village from the mainland at Swanquarter and Cedar Island .
Two airports located near Ocracoke Village and Frisco built by the state
of North Carolina are both within the national seashore and are frequently
used by private aircraft.
The eight villages of Rodanthe, Waves, Salvo, Avon, Buxton, Frisco,
Hatteras, and Ocracoke share the islands with the national seashore.
Except for their sound sides, they are bounded by park property. The
villages have a combined permanent population of 4, 500 with a summer
population of 25,000.
The Outer Banks on which the national seashore is located are rich with
their own history and culture.
Shell middens, beach debris, and
potsherds remain as evidence of the Indians, who were the first
occupants of the Outer Banks some 4,000 to 5,000 years ago. All of the
45 known archeological sites within the seashore boundary have been
affected by erosion and are not considered eligible for inclusion in the
National Register of Historic Places.
The first attempts at colonization by England between 1585 and 1590 failed
and are documented in the story of Fort Raleigh and the famous "lost
colony. 11
Following the initial attempt at colonization, the Outer Ban ks
were probably visited occasionally by ships seeking shelter from the
storms.
From the time that Sir John Colleton initiated a settlement in
1664, the banks appear to have been permanently settled.
The Outer Ban ks continued to increase in significance with respect to
shipping and military maritime activities.
The presence of Atlantic
shipping lanes just offshore, chronic storms, and treacherous waters all
contributed to the reputation of the Outer Ban ks as the "Graveyard of
the Atlantic . 11
Piloting was an important occupation for those living near the inlets and
salvage of ships and cargoes that had fallen victim to the treacherous
waters increased the livelihood of others. Piracy was another significant
occupation of some of the inhabitants.
The notorious Blackbeard was
among those who operated in these waters.
After the Civil War, a series of modern lighthouses with more effective
lights were built along the islands, and, in 1874, the U.S. Lifesaving
Service came to the Outer Banks. Many of the living quarters,
7
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lighthouses, and lifesaving stations are still standing.
The most famous
is the spiral-striped Cape Hatteras lighthouse, which was built in 1870.
The culture of the original residents of the Outer Banks is still somewhat
preserved in the soundside villages, the lighthouses, and the lifesaving
stations.
Today, their social life is a combination of traditional and
contemporary patterns, which resulted from the decline in traditional
occupations, the removal of isolation by roads and bridges, and the influx
of tourists.
The majority of employment in the villages is now involved
with tourism, which is a shift away from a deteriorating economy based on
the resources of the sea.
This is reflected by how the villages are
providing facilities and services for the national seashore visitor, such as
lodging,
meals,
groceries,
gasoline,
curios,
fishing
supplies
and
equipment, and campgrounds. The villages have grown to meet the needs
of tourism.
There has also been an in-migration of retirees, second-home
owners, and investors in rental cottages for vacationers.
Because of increasing residential and commercial development, the flavor
of the Outer Banks is disappearing fast.
Some old parts of the villages
have maintained a good bit of the character they once had .
Unplanned
development and new architectural styles have been introduced into the
villages.
Only Ocracoke, because of its isolation and limited land, has
been spared the extensive development experienced by the other villages
and retains most of its charm as an old fishing village.
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C.ape Hatteras National Seashore 1s located on the Outer Banks of North Carolina - a
string of long, narro , <>andv, barrier islands.
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The primary landforms across the barrier islands are the beaches, sand dunes, vegetated sand
flats, maritime forests , and marshes. These landforms and the ecological factors associated
with them sugges ways then tional seashore can be div.de into planning units for various
levels of development and visitor use.
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Cultural resou ces hat erve as
visitor attractions within or
djacent to the national seashore
include lighthouses, coast guard/
lifesaving stations, and
shipwrecks.
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OCRACOKE LIGHTHOUSE
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WRECK OF THE LAURA A . BARNES
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ITTLE KINNAKEET LIFESAVING STATION
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CHICA ACOMICO LIFESAVING /COAST GUARD STATION
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Popular recreational ac 1v1t1es
include swimming, surfing,
sunb thing, surf fishing,
heachcombing, and birdwatching.
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CAPE POINT CAMPGROUND

OREGON INLET MAR INA

COOUINA BEACH DAY USE FACILITIES
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F cilittes tha contribute to he
v1S1tor's enjoymen of the national
seashore include campgrounds,
marinas, beach day use areas. and
interpretive museums.

CAPE HATTERAS
INTERPRETIVE MUSEUM
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Development within the neighboring
villages provides a sharp contrast to
the natural scene of the national
s ashore.
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The vehicle tr n ortation
link along ne rly the enur
length of the n tion I
seashore mclud s o h
Carolina St te Highway 12,
a bridge over Oregon Inlet,
and a ree public ferry
across Ha era Inlet.
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THE PROPOSAL AND ALTERNATIVES ADDRESSING THE ISSUES

PLANNING PERSPECTIVE
Cape Hatteras National Seashore is significant because it contains
excellent examples of coastal barrier islands, is virtually undeveloped for
more than 45 miles of its length (except for the road and utility
corridor), and is easily accessible to the general public for water-oriented
recreation.
These islands are characterized by long expanses of
undeveloped ocean beaches and soundside shorelines.
The overall planning objective for the national seashore is to preserve the
cultural resources and the flora, fauna, and natural physiographic
condition, while providing for appropriate recreational use and public
access to the oceanside and soundside shores in a manner that will
minimize visitor use conflict, enhance visitor safety, and preserve park
resources.
In recognition of the varied landform, the distribution of plant life, and
the visitor's perceptions of his surroundings, the national seashore has
been divided into four planning units that help to determine appropriate
visitor use and park development.
The four units are ocean/beach,
vegetated sand flats, interior dunes/maritime forest, and marsh/sound. A
fifth unit that occurs on the barrier islands--the villages--lies outside but
adjacent to the national seashore boundary.
Although the National Park
Service has no jurisdiction over the villages, it will continue to work
closely with local agencies and governments to achieve mutually beneficial
planning objectives.
Planning objectives based on appropriate visitor experiences and the
tolerance of the natural' environment to development and visitor use have
been established for each unit to assist in developing the GMP.
The
planning objectives are similar to but broader in scope than the more
specific management objectives in appendix A.
The ocean/ beach unit extends almost the entire length of the seashore
and is relatively--narrow from the ocean to the dune line.
It is
characterized by constantly shifting sands, frequent overwash, and
limited grass vegetation on the dunes.
Here the visitor experiences a
sense of expansiveness and freedom.
The beach is highly resilient to
human activity and can accommodate heavy visitor use. The dunes act as
a barrier to minor overwash that would otherwise flood the sand flats
behind them and are vulnerable to visitor use.
The planning objectives for the ocean/beach unit are to allow natural
processes to continue unhampered; to allow a wide range of unstructured
beach and water oriented active recreational activities; to provide for
adequate visitor access over the dunes while protecting them from
overuse; and to concentrate visitor use at selected points, allowing for a
more wilderness-type experience between points.
No construction would
be allowed in this unit.
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The vegetated sand flats unit is found along most of the national seashore
between the dune line and the edge of the saltwater marsh. This visual
corridor varies greatly in width, depending on location along the
seashore, and is characterized by low, flat topography with grasses,
scattered shrubs, and, in some places, shrub thickets. It is subject to
flooding from both the ocean and sound sides of the islands and is
tolerant of human activity. NC 12 and most park development are located
in this unit. Through much of the park it is a transportation corridor,
and a significant portion of the visitor's time is spent in this unit drivi.Ag
to and from destination points .
The planning objectives for the vegetated sand flats unit are to continue
its use as a transportation corridor; to al low development necessary to
support visitor activities and resource protection; to site and design all
construction to minimize impact on natural systems and processes; to allow
appropriate recreational activities; and to provide parking turnouts for
beach access at appropriate nodes.
The interior dunes/maritime forest unit is found in relatively few locations
within the national seashore and 1s characterized by variations in
topography, denseness of vegetation, and remoteness from villages and
NC 12.
These areas provide the visitor with a sense of enclosure,
seclusion, and solitude.
Examples are Buxton Woods and adjacent dune
fields and the area just northeast of the Great Swash on Ocracoke Island.
The areas are moderately tolerant of human activity.
The planning objectives for this unit are to maintain it in an essentially
natural state; to carefully site and design any construction to minimize
impact on natural systems and processes; to provide interpretive trails
and ORV access to the sound shore and beach where appropriate; and to
allow unstructured, passive recreation that can best take advantage of
the opportunities for solitude and self-discovery.
The marsh/sound unit extends the full length of the national seashore and
includes the sound;the sound shore, and associated marshes and shrubs.
It is generally intolerant of and uncomfortable for human activity because
of fragile marshes and biting insects.
This unit visually offers the expansive views across the sound or the
enclosure of shrubs and topography just a short distance inland from the
shore.
It is an area for solitude and passive recreation on land and
nonmechanized boating in the sound (the water is generally too shallow
for motorboating).
The usual quietness and relative inactivity of the
sound waters provide a contrast to the visitor's experience of the ocean's
dynamics.
The planning objectives for the unit are to maintain it in an essentially
natural state; to provide access to the sound at widely separated nodes
and to provide limited development in support of passive recreational
activities at some of these nodes; and to provide interpretive trails where
appropriate.
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BRIEF COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSAL AND ALTERNATIVES
The proposal presented in this document constitutes the National Park
Service's proposed general management plan for Cape Hatteras National
Seashore.
Numerous alternatives were considered prior to arriving at the
proposal.
The alternatives are briefly compared to the proposal below
and are described in more detail in the "Environmental Consequences of
the Proposal and Alternatives" section.
The proposal and all of the alternatives include similar strategies for the
management of the national seashore's natural and cultural resources.
The major differences involve the extent and location of visitor use within
the national seashore and the number of support facilities provided for
visitor use.
The proposal provides the necessary development to support appropriate
visitor
use and the needed improvements for seashore staff and
operations.
It calls for improved visitor contact facilities for information/
orientation/interpretation
at
Whalebone
Junction,
Little
Kinnakeet,
Hatteras Weather Bureau Station, and Ocracoke Village; provides for
needed improvements in the campgrounds; upgrades parking turnouts and
provides new day use facilities for beach users; closes most existing
soundside sites to public vehicle access and provides minimum facilities at
selected soundside sites for public use; calls for site improvements for
visitor use at Ocracoke Village (including new public boat-launching
ramps), at the Cape Point area (including designated bicycle paths), and
at the Cape Hatteras lighthouse area; and provides for upgrading
employee housing and park maintenance facilities.
The
alternatives
are
organized
into
three
general
categories.
Alternative 1, the no-action alternative, represents the situation that
would occur if existing conditions were to continue.
The five existing
campgrounds would be open to the public on a seasonal basis but would
not be improved.
Coquina Beach would continue to have the only
bathhouse facility for beach day users.
Vehicle access to the sound
shore would continue to occur at numerous locations.
No improvements
would be made at any soundside or oceanside access points, nor would
there
be
accommodations
for
bicyclists,
improvements
in
orientation/information/interpretive facilities, or upgrading of employee
housing
and
seashore
maintenance
facilities.
This alternative is
considered undesirable because it does not correct existing inadequacies
in visitor use and seashore support facilities, nor does it remedy adverse
impacts of existing visitor use on the soundside environment.
Alternative 2, the minimum requirements alternative, represents the
minimum amount of development considered necessary to be respor.1sive to
legislative mandates for the national seashore.
This alternative is similar
to alternative 1 but incorporates actions designed to reduce operating
costs, such as closing selected campsites an.d shortening the camping
season, closing selected parking turnouts for beach access, and closing
most of the existing soundside access points. to public use.
This
alternative was not selected because although it provides for minimal
visitor use, it was considered inadequate for current and projected
demands.
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Alternative 3 is a collection of other reasonable actions that were
considered but were not proposed primarily because of their associated
development and operating costs, and because they would duplicate
facilities elsewhere in the national seashore or in nearby villages.
They
include creating additional campsites for backpackers and bicyclists,
doubling the size of Ocracoke campground, and providing major bathhouse
facilities for beach users at five locations.
Alternative 3 also recommends
removing all employee housing from the national seashore.
This is
considered infeasible because of the lack of appropriate housing nearby in
the adjacent communities .

PROPOSED PLAl'i
Visitor Use
Different visitor uses and experiences associated with the planning units
described
in
the previous section are summarized on the Visitor
Experience Zones and Activities graphic.
Statistics on recent visitor use
are presented in appendix C.
The level of use occurring at the national seashore--with the exception of
a few peak days on popular stretches of the ocean beach--is well below
the level that would strain the resiliency of the beach environment or
result in feelings of crowding.
However, the national seashore is
deficient in some facilities that are considered necessary for a satisfactory
educational and recreational visitor experience.
The Park Service wil I
continue to provide the services and to maintain the support facilities that
currently accommodate the visitor's needs.
In addition, the GMP proposes
new or improved facilities that will meet deficiences in the few basic
visitor requirements of recreation access, parking, toilet faci I ities,
bathhouse facilities, and visitor contact.
Appropriate oceanside activities, including swimming, sunbathing, fishing,
surfing, beachcombing, and picnicking, will continue.
Swimming will
especially be encouraged at lifeguarded areas.
For visitor safety
reasons, surfing will continue to be prohibited in designated swimming
areas and near fishing piers.
Selected beaches will continue to be open
for ORV recreational driving and in conjunction with surf fishing in
accordance with the existing use restrictions.
Visitor activities related to the ocean/beach unit will be complemented by
modifying parking turnouts adjacent to the NC 12 road corridor. Some
turnouts will be expanded, relocated, or redesigned to correct dangerous
circulation problems,
to provide sufficient parking spaces, and to
concentrate parking at reasonable intervals along the seashore .
Proposed development in the vegetated sand flats unit that will support
visitor use in the ocean/beach unit include toilets and open air showers at
Salvo campground, near the Cape Hatteras lighthouse, and at Sandy Bay,
and two major facilities similar to Coquina Beach at Cape Point and south
of the Ocracoke campground.
The Coquina Beach area will be maintained
as a heavy use walk-in beach, and as the parking areas and sunshade
structures are threatened by shoreline erosion, they will be relocated to
the west of the bathhouse.
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To alleviate overcrowding of the Cape Hatteras I ighthouse/museum parking
area, separate parking, beach access, and facilities will be provided for
recreational beach use visitors.
This beach area is a popular recreation
use area, especially for surfing, and ORVs are prohibited to .minimize use
conflicts.
Camping will continue to be allowed only in the five designated NPS
campgrounds, which are located in the vegetated sand flats and interior
dunes/maritime forest units.
The campgrounds will continue to be closed
during the slower winter visitor season.
Where practicable, tent and
recreational veh'icle campsites will be separated by designation as has
been recently done at Frisco and Cape Point campgrounds.
The Cape
Point campground facilities will be modified to reduce internal circulation
problems,
to accommodate overflow parking needs, and to improve
interpretive experiences associated with the proposed new amphitheater.
New amphitheaters will also be provided at Oregon Inlet and Ocracoke
Island campgrounds.
NPS-operated boat launching and docking facilities at Oregon Inlet and
Ocracoke Village will be upgraded.
Other marsh/sound unit sites with
minimal to no proposed development will also be available for launching
small boats and canoes in the shallow (1 to 3 feet) sound shore waters.
Hiking will continue to be permitted throughout the national seashore.
However, major designated hiking trails are not proposed due to the low
demand for such facilities and the general openness of the terrain.
Similarly, horseback riding will continue. to be permitted except in
wetlands or national seashore campgrounds, and horseback riders will be
required to use ORV ramps when crossing fore dunes.
The Park Service will cooperate with the state of North Carolina through
design reviews and support for bicycle lanes to be developed adjacent to
NC 12.
Bicycle lanes within the Cape Point/lighthouse area will be
phased with other proposed developments.
The villages unit encompasses a variety of visitor services not provided
by the Park Service.
Restaurants, motels, bait and tackle shops,
grocery stores, gift shops, and gasoline stations are available.
To minimize flood hazards to visitors and employees, the Park Service will
continue to cooperate with Dare and Hyde counties in maintaining and
implementing a hurricane evacuation plan (Dare County Civil Preparedness
Agency 1980).
The proposed visitor use and development at Cape Hatteras National
Seashore is consistent with North Carolina•s recreation mission as stated
in the Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (1978) because it
provides for a variety of recreational opportunities that are easily
accessible and of sufficient quality for an enjoyable visitor experience.
Furthermore,
the
natural
and
cultural
resources upon which the
recreational opportunities depend are conserved and protected.
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VISITOR EXPERIENCE lONES AND ACTIVITIES
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OCEAN/BEACH
Sense of expansiveness, freedom, and dynamics of ocean.

Sense of openness varies with
topography and vegetation.
Roadway and utility lines focus
visitor's view.

VILLAGES
Built-environment encloses the
visitor's view and intrudes on the
naturalness.

Architecture provides a feeling of
place and provides another
expression of the seashore
landscape.

Se e of enclosure, seclusion, and
soli ude.

MARSH/SOUND
Sense of expansive sound views or enclc
shrubs and topography.

Sense of quietness and relative inactivit'
sound waters.

SIGHT-SEEING
PHOTOGRAPHY
CONGREGATING
PICNICKING
HIKING
ATTENDING INTERPRETIVE PROGRAMS
BIRD-WATCHING
ANIMAL WATCHING
SEEKING SOLITUDE
OFFROAD VEHICLE DRIVING
SUNBATHING
BEACHCOMBING
SWIMMING
WADING
SAILING/WINDSURFING
SURF FISHING/PIER FISHING
SURFING

•I
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CAMPING
BICYCLING
DRIVING/PARKING
VISITING HISTORIC SITES
BOAT LAUNCHING/DOCKING
EATING/SLEEPING/SHOPPING

r

II
L

VEGETATED SAND FLATS
Roadway physically confines the
visitor.

HUNTING
FISHING /SHELLFISH I NG
FERRYBOAT RIDING.
MOTORBOATING
CANOEING
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Interpretation
The natural environment of Cape Hatteras National Seashore is a
fascinating combination of shifting sands, maritime vegetation, and
marine, bird, and animal life. The area is also rich with the history of
man's attempt to survive in a harsh remote environment and with accounts
of storms, shipwrecks, and valiant rescue efforts.
The natural and
cultural environments are interrelated and strongly influenced by one
ever-present factor--the power of wind and waves in a coastal
environment.
The interrelationship of the barrier islands' natural, cultural, and
recreational resources and the constant influence of coastal processes will
form the basis for the interpretive topics presented to the seashore
visitor.
The objectives of interpretive programs and exhibits are as
follows:
To foster awareness, appreciation, and understanding of the natural
and
cultural
resources
of
the
Outer
Banks
and
their
interrelationships
To make visitors aware of the hazards associated with living and
recreating in the coastal environment
To encourage visitors to safely pursue only those recreational
activities that are compatible with and not detrimental to the natural
and cultural resources
for the
To provide,
through an active education program,
nonconsumptive use of the seashore as an outdoor classroom by'
educational organizations
To strengthen within visitors and park employees an environmental
ethic
To promote understanding of and support for NPS goals and policies
The objectives will be met through museum and wayside exhibits,
audiovisual presentations, publications, demonstrations, and personal
services throughout the national seashore.
Existing programs and
exhibits will be redesigned and expanded, and new ones will be produced
as necessary.
The Interpretive Concept graphic shows interpretive
emphasis by location. The following discussion presents the interpretive
themes that will be presented at each location, beginning with the
northern end of the national seashore and moving south .
Virtually all visitors enter the national seashore at Whalebone Junction by
car or at Ocracoke Village by ferry.
New visitor contact stations at
these two sites will provide information on and orientation to the
seashore.
In addition, interpretive exhibits, which may include an
audiovisual presentation, will give an overview of the national seashore,
with emphasis on the interrelationships of coastal processes and natural,
cultural, and recreational resources. The purpose of the exhibits will be
to help visitors understand and appreciate the fragile, dynamic barrier
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island system and the need for its careful use and protection.
Here the
Park Service will
inform visitors about regulations affecting their
activities and will provide information regarding campground vacancies,
weather forecasts, tidal conditions, ferry schedules, parkwide recreational
opportunities, and interpretive programs.
A ticketron outlet will be
located at the two stations for making campground reservations.
At
the
Bodie
Island lighthouse museum,
displays and audiovisual
presentations will focus on the activities of the U.S. Lighthouse Service
and the important role it played in the history of shipping off the coast
of Cape Hatteras.
Nearby on the sound side of the island, interpretive
canoe tours, which have been very popular in the past, will continue to
be conducted to educate the visitor about the marsh/sound ecosystem.
East of the lighthouse, an interpretive boardwalk will continue to lead
through the island vegetation to a freshwater pond.
At Coquina Beach, interpretation of the natural features of the national
seashore will continue to be accomplished through guided programs and
exhibits at the day use facility.
Emphasis will be placed on how the Park
Service manages the natural resource ancl how visitors impact the
environment.
Also,
the remains of the ship Laura A. Barnes will
continue to be interpreted through a wayside exhibit.
The Little Kinnakeet Lifesaving Station will be restored to provide
interpretation of the U.S. Lifesaving Service activities on the Outer
Banks.
The lifesaving station scene will be re-created, and the story of
the many rescues of crews from ships stranded just offshore will be told.
The park staff will actively bring the story to life through demonstrations
such as rescue drills.
The existing museum at the Cape Hatteras lighthouse will interpret man's
relationship to the sea, exclusive of topics covered at Bodie Island, Little
Kinnakeet Lifesaving Station, and the Hatteras Weather Bureau Station
(described below).
Displays will include the following themes:
how
residents of the Outer Banks have had to contend with coastal storms and
flooding in order to survive; various methods residents have used for
commercial fishing; the impact that the Civil War and submarine activity
of World Wars I and 11 had on local residents; and a specific history of
the Cape Hatteras lighthouse.
In addition, an interpretive foot trail
southwest of the lighthouse will emphasize the national seashore's natural
resources by bringing the visitor into contact with a maritime forest and
a freshwater pond.
At the Cape Point Beach proposed day use facility, interpretation of the
f)atural features of the national seashore will be accomplished through
guided programs and exhibits similar to those at Coquina Beach.
The historic weather station located in Hatteras Village will be adaptively
used as a museum to discuss the U.S . Weather Service and the climate of
the Outer Banks.
Special emphasis will be placed on the two major types
of
storms
that
strike
Cape
Hatteras--tropical
(hurricanes)
and
extratropical (northeasters). Working weather-metering devices wi II be on
display for visitor involvement.
In addition, there will be a discussion of
inlet dynamics, especially as a result of storm activity.
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At the proposed Ocracoke Village visitor contact station, in addition to
national seashore information, orientation, and interpretation similar to
that at Whalebone Junction, the history of the inhabitants of the Outer
Banks--with emphasis on Ocracoke lsland--will be told.
The story will
include village lifestyles going back to the days of pirates and
colonialism.
In order to provide an adequate data base for such
interpretation and to discourage stereotypical treatment, the Park Service
will encourage and support the study of regional folklife.
At the Ocracoke Beach proposed day use facility, interpretation of the
natural features of the national seashore wil I be accomplished through
guided programs and exhibits similar to those at Coquina Beach.
Near
the Ocracoke campground, an existing interpretive trail will continue to
introduce the visitor to the natural environment.
Evening interpretive programs will be conducted at proposed outdoor
amphitheaters
at
the
Oregon
Inlet,
Cape
Point,
and
Ocracoke
campgrounds.
Popular daytime interpretive programs, such as snorkeling
and fishing with a ranger, will continue.
Throughout the national seashore, appropriate existing and proposed
wayside exhibits, such as one dealing with the pony herd on Ocracoke
Island, wi II describe specific natural and cultural resources on site.
Elevated platforms for viewing wildlife on Bodie Island, Pea Island
National Wildlife Refuge,
and Ocracoke Island will continue to be
maintained.
General information on the national seashore will be available
at the entrance to all NPS campgrounds.
Books and publications relating
to the many interpretive themes will continue to be sold at existing
museum sites and at the proposed visitor contact stations and major beach
day use facilities .
A proposed traveler's information system will allow visitors to receive
national seashore information on their car radios while they are driving
the length of the seashore. Messages will be broadcast at seven different
locations, each having a reception radius of approximately 5 miles.
Locations
and
themes
will
be
as
follows:
near
Whalebone
Junction--information, orientation, and an overview of natural, cultural,
and recreational resources and coastal dynamics; near the Bodie Island
lighthouse--the
U . S.
Lighthouse
Service;
near the wildlife refuge
headquarters on Pea I sland--the management of Pea Island National
Wildlife Refuge by the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service; near Little
Kinnakeet Lifesaving Station--the U.S. Lifesaving Service; near the Cape
Hatteras lighthouse--barrier island natural history with emphasis on man
and the sea; near the Hatteras Weather Bureau Station--the U.S. Weather
Service and a discussion of storms and the natural occurrence of inlets;
near Ocracoke Village--information, orientation, and a discussion of Outer
Banks culture and lifestyles.
In addition, the seashore staff will be
available throughout the national seashore to provide information and
assistance .
The GMP calls for a new interpretive prospectus to replace the Interim
Interpretive Prospectus that was written in 1978.
The new interpretive
prospectus will describe in more detail the programs and exhibits that will
be produced to implement the interpretive concepts .
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In summary, national seashore information and orientation will be provided
at the Whalebone Junction and Ocracoke Vil I age visitor contact stations.
Interpretation of the interrelationship of seashore resources and coastal
dynamics will also be· presented at these two entrance stations.
Natural
resource themes will be presented at Coquina, Cape Point, and Ocracoke
beach day use areas and on four interpretive trails.
Human resource
themes will be presented at the Bodie Island lighthouse museum, Little
Kinnakeet Lifesaving Station, Cape Hatteras I ighthouse museum, Hatteras
Weather Bureau Station, and Ocracoke Vi II age visitor contact station.

General Development
The general development concept focuses first on orienting visitors to
national seashore resources and recreational opportunities at the proposed
visitor contact stations for the north (Whalebone Junction) and south
( Ocracoke
Vi II age)
entrances
to
Cape
Hatteras National
Seashore.
Secondly, the concept reflects the linear nature of the seashore by
providing for visitor use at intervals along the entire 80 miles.
Developments will range from unimproved discovery sites to major day and
overnight use areas.
Proposed facilities will be located in existing developed areas, road
corridors, and at undeveloped sites already used by visitors.
Proposed
developments are shown on the General Development map.
The specific
sizes and costs of each facility are shown in table 6 in the "Plan
Implementation" section.
In keeping with the planning objectives for the planning units, most of
the development will occur in the vegetated sand flats unit. Development
in the marsh/sound unit will be limited to minimal support facilities for
sound-related activities and sanitation needs.
The only development in
the interior dunes/maritime forest unit will be at Frisco campground,
which is currently sited within a relatively stable interior dune field.
No
development will occur in the ocean/beach unit.
The existing developed areas are listed on the Inventory of Existing
Development graphic.
Three areas provide facilities for major visitor use.
The Bodie Island area, which al ready includes a major day use beach area
( Coquina Beach), a campground, a concession-operated marina, and a
museum, will receive some minor improvements. The other two areas--the
Cape Point/lighthouse area on Hatteras Island and Ocracoke lsland--will
receive
major development changes and are presented as detailed
development concept plans,
including proposal descriptions, concept
schematics, and facility costs . Minor developed areas are located south of
Salvo, at Little Kinnakeet, and near Frisco.
These developed areas will be complemented by numerous existing and
proposed oceanside and soundside access sites.
These access sites will
be located to provide for and concentrate visitor use at intervals between
the major use areas to limit disturbance to natural and cultural resources.
The proposed developments will meet anticipated visitor use levels and
activity needs for the next 10 years.
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Bodie Island Developed Area.
The Bodie Island developed area extends
10 miles along NC 12 from the north boundary of the seashore south to
Oregon Inlet.
Bodie Island contains the north entrance to the seashore
and serves as a major beach and sound side day use area for visitors.
Seashore operation facilities that serve the north one-third of the national
seashore are also concentrated on Bodie Island.

_I

A major gap in visitor services occurs at the Whalebone Junction
entrance, where the existing visitor contact kiosk offers little in the way
of seashore information and orientation to visitors because of its limited
space.
However, its location is important in contacting the majority of
visitors.
Therefore, the kiosk will be replaced with the larger, relocated
Bodie
Island
l:.ifesaving/Coast
Guard
Station,
which
will
provide
information
on
and
orientation
to
recreational
and
interpretive
opportunities at Cape Hatteras National
Seashore,
Wright Brothers
National Memorial, and Fort Raleigh National Historic Site.
Information on
commercial campgrounds, motels, and other services on the islands will
also be available.
Additional services will include restrooms, campground
reservations, general park interpretation, an N PS office, cooperative
association sales, and storage space.
The acc~ss road and parking area
wi II be redesigned to better accommodate parking and circulation.
The
Park Service will also cooperate with the state of North Carolina to
redesign the method of presenting the ferryboat schedules and to relocate
them.
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The NPS housing area and maintenance facility (milepost 0) will not be
changed.
Shoreline erosion and overwash threaten to eventually damage
these facilities.
However, this is not expected to occur within the
10-year life of the GMP.
When relocation becomes necessary, the
preferred new site now under consideration is an area north of the Bodie
Island lighthouse.
At the Coquina Beach day use area, there is an immediate threat of
damage from erosion and overwash to the parking areas, picnic/sunshade
structures, and boardwalks.
They will, therefore, be moved to a safer
location.
The bathhouse, elevated on pilings, is located far enough
inland that it should not be damaged within the next 10 years.
The
Laura A. Barnes shipwreck will remain in its present location next to the
existing parking area and will be moved when threatened by natural
coastal processes.
Parking area relocation will include obi iterating the
two existing areas and constructing ones of comparable size just west of
the bathhouse.
The picnic/sunshade structures will be relocated adjacent
to the reconstructed parking areas.
A new system of boardwalks will be
developed to provide access from the parking areas to facilities and the
beach.
If possible, one beach access point will be barrier free to allow
handicapped visitors to reach the hardened sand below the high tide line.
Facilities at the Bodie Island Light Station (milepost 2), a major
interpretive node, will be modified to accommodate handicapped visitor
use.
The keeper's quarters and parking areas wi II be made barrier free
so that handicapped visitors can enter the first-floor exhibit space. The
boardwalk
nature
trail
will
be
widened
and
grades
adjusted
to
accommodate handicapped visitor use.
The raised observation platform at
the trailhead will remain inaccessible while the lower trail terminus
platform will be made accessible.
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An area immediately south of the Bodie Island lighthouse near the present
Off- Island Gun Club will be developed to provide improved access to the
sound.
A nature trail, a canoe-launching area, toilets, and parking will
be
provided
to
support existing
personal
service
programs
and
self-guided use of the area.
The NPS-maintained boat-launching area at the Oregon Inlet marina
(milepost 4) will be expanded from three to five ramps to accommodate
increased visitor use, to reduce waiting time for launching and takeout,
and to minimize circulation conflicts.
The additional ramps will also be
useful for rapid' takeout in case of storms.
At the 120-site Oregon Inlet campground (milepost 4), modifications to
improve circulation and interpretation will include constructing a new
entrance
kiosk,
providing
pull off
parking,
installing
gates,
and
constructing a 150-seat amphitheater.
The Oregon Inlet campground is
located in an area that has historically shown a relatively rapid rate of
shore I ine erosion.
Recent data, however, indicates that the erosion rate
at the site is reducing.
If this trend continues, there should be no
danger of constant flooding from shoreline erosion and routine overwash
during the life of the GMP.
However, the site should be continuously
monitored for shoreline change.
If erosion increases and flooding from
overwash becomes too frequent to tolerate, a decision will then be made
whether to close or relocate the campground.
South of Salvo.
NPS-operated facilities in this intermediate use area
between mileposts 23 and 24 include a 130-site campground with soundside
access, an employee residential area (two mobile homes and a storage
building), and an oceanside parking turnout and vehicle ramp for ORV
access to the beach. Proposed modifications to the campground will
include new entrance gates and pulloff parking near the entrance kiosk.
The two existing mobife homes will be removed and replaced with
residential units to house eight seasonal employees.
Little Kinnakeet.
The Little Kinnakeet Lifesaving Station (milepost 32)
will be used as a major interpretive node and will include media to
interpret the U.S. Lifesaving Service.
The chain-link fence will be
removed and the overhead electric lines placed underground to reestablish
the historic setting.
An entrance road and 30-space parking area with
overflow parking for 20 cars will be developed just south of the station
structures.
Existing vegetation wil I be used as a buffer.
A trailhead
and pedestrian loop trail providing soundside access will be developed
adjacent to the parking area.
Another short trail will be developed to
provide barrier-free visitor access to the station structures and personal
service programs.
Comfort stations will be constructed adjacent to the
parking area.
Cape Point/Lighthouse Developed Area.
The
Cape
Point/lighthouse
developed area encompasses NPS facilities located in the Buxton area
between mileposts 42 and 45 (see Cape Point/Lighthouse Development
Concept Plan map).
Visitor facilities provide beach access, overnight
use, and interpretation.
Park operation facilities for the middle third of
the seashore are also located in this area.
Development proposals
respond to existing visitation demands, visitor needs, and use conflicts.
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Both existing visitor use and park support facilities will be modified for
more effective use.
At the historic site of the Cape Hatteras lighthouse, future development
will depend on what permanent methods are used to protect the
lighthouse, which is currently threatened by destruction from shoreline
erosion and overwash. This decision will not be made based on the GMP
but in a separate decision-making process. Two options being considered
for lighthouse protection are to encircle its base with a revetment or to
move it to a safer location.
If protection in place is chosen, the
lighthouse and oil house will remain within the revetment. The adjacent
visitor parking and two keepers 1 quarters will also remain as long as they
are not threatened by shoreline erosion and overwash. When that threat
becomes imminent, the parking and keepers 1 quarters will be moved to a
safer location.
If the option to move the lighthouse is chosen, it will be
relocated to the site shown on the Cape Point/Lighthouse Development
Concept Plan map, along with the oil house, both keepers 1 quarters, and
visitor parking.
If the lighthouse is protected in place, a new 100-space
parking area will be constructed to accommodate the current increased
demand for parking and to help eliminate conflicts between beach users
and visitors to the historic site. The parking area will be sited along an
obliterated road corridor to the south of the existing parking area. The
new parking area and a two-way access road will be hardened . If the
lighthouse and associated parking and structures are relocated, visitor
use conflicts will be eliminated, and the existing parking area will remain
for beach users. Showers and portable toilets wi II be provided in either
case.
The maintenance area, which is located southwest of the lighthouse, will
be expanded to meet present shortages in covered vehicle storage and
office space.
Residences for 18 employees will be provided by 4 existing
cabins, 3 existing single-family units, and 11 new units to replace the 9
existing mobile homes.
At Cape Point, two parking areas and ORV beach access roads will be
paved to reduce maintenance and to facilitate use by two-wheel drive
vehicles in the parking areas. The southwest 50-space parking area with
fish-cleaning platform will continue to provide for existing day uses and
provide evening parking for interpretive programs at the proposed
amphitheater. A beach day use facility will be provided at the southeast
parking area to support existing beach-related use.
The SO-space
parking area will be redesigned and paved to provide 200 spaces.
A
structure providing showers, toilets, changing stalls, and NPS storage
will be constructed adjacent to the parking area to accommodate visitor
needs not currently being provided for.
Siting of facilities will be far enough from shore to accommodate expected
shoreline erosion and overwash for the next 10 to 20 years.
Existing
spur roads leading to these parking areas will be paved, and their
intersection with the main national seashore road will be redesigned to
correct circulation problems.
In the 202-site Cape Point campground, the perimeter loop road will be
widened from one-lane, one-way travel to two-lane, two-way travel with
provision for a bike/pedestrian lane.
Widening the perimeter road and
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redesigning interior loop roads to permit both left- and right-hand turns
will facilitate vehicle circulation.
Pulloff parking will be provided along
the road near the entrance kiosk.
A 20-space parking area will be
provided on the ea~ternmost, portion of the perimeter road to accommodate
overflow parking needs.
A new 150-seat amphitheater for interpretive programs will be constructed
adjacent to the eastern portion of the campground perimeter road. The
projection screen will be designed so that it can be removed from sight.
A bicycle trail system for demonstrated recreational needs and for
reduction in use of automobiles will be developed in the Buxton area to
connect the Cape Hatteras lighthouse, Cape Point campground, picnic
area, nature trail, and NC 12. Bikeways separated from roadways will be
two-way, paved, and 8 feet wide.
In areas too narrow for separate
bikeways, roadways will be widened to accommodate 4-foot-wide bicycle
lanes on each side.
Frisco.
Minor modifications will be made to the 128-site campground
located in the Frisco area (milepost 48), including constructing new
entrance gates and pulloff parking near the entrance kiosk.
Ocracoke Istand Developed Area.
The Ocracoke I stand developed area
encompasses all of the visitor and operation facilities on the island (see
Ocracoke Istand Development Concept Plan map). These facilities provide
for beach and water access, overnight use,
interpretation, and
management within the southern portion of the national seashore.
In
Ocracoke Village, major changes in siting and design are proposed for the
NPS facilities to enhance the visitor 1 s experience upon entering the
seashore from the south. The existing trailer and wood-frame structure
that now serve as a visitor contact and comfort station will be removed.
The trailer has very limited space for exhibits and circulation, is a visual
intrusion on the scene, and does not meet NPS standards for a major
national seashore er.trance facility.
A new visitor contact station/unit
office will be constructed near the NPS-operated docks at Silver Lake.
This vantage point will allow visitors views of the lake and far-shore
village structures, including the Ocracoke Island lighthouse. The contact
station will provide information on and orientation to recreational and
interpretive opportunities at the national seashore.
Additional services
will
include
restrooms
with
showers,
campground
reservations,
interpretation of the Outer Banks culture, and NPS unit office and
storage space.
The architectural concept for the contact station will be
compatible with the character of the village.
A 50-space short-term parking area will be developed adjacent to the
visitor contact station/unit office.
A 200-space long-term parking area
will be developed in approximately the same location as the existing day
use parking to accommodate cars, cars with boat trailers, and recreational
vehicles.
Three new boat-launching ramps
constructed on the sound shore
access will be from the north end
piers will be for temporary use by

and associated finger piers will be
of the NPS developed area.
Vehicle
of the 200-space parking area, and the
visitors launching or taking out boats.
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The launching site will take advantage of an existing shallow water basin
behind an existing concrete/sandbag breakwater, which has effectively
protected the immediate shoreline from erosion for more than 20 years.
The breakwater has required no maintenance in the past, and any
maintenance or rehabilitation in the future is expected to be minimal.
The launching site will impact less than 0.1 acre of wetland vegetation,
which occurs as a narrow strip along the shoreline. The shallow water
basin will be dredged to a depth of 4 feet below mean low water, and a
channel--estimated not to exceed 500 feet in length--will be dredged for
boat access to deeper water. Total dredging will amount to approximately
2,300 cubic yards.
These ramps will satisfy an existing need for more public boat-launching
facilities by supplementing two existing ramps elsewhere in the village.
In addition to routinely reducing waiting time for boat launching and
takeout, they will be useful for rapid takeout in case of storms.
The existing circulation pattern providing access to NPS facilities, the
U.S. Coast Guard Station, and the ferry dock (including waiting lane
space for 35 vehicles) will be redesigned. The ferry ticket sales office
will be relocated (see Ocracoke Island Development Concept Plan map).
No physical changes will be made in the NPS docks.
continue to be operated by the Park Service.

Development proposals related to seashore operation facilities include
providing additional covered vehicle storage in the maintenance area to
meet space shortages and replacing 6 mobile homes with employee
residences for 16 seasonal employees and 1 permanent employee .
Due to noise, visual intrusion, and safety hazards associated with the
nearby airport, the protected swimming beach day use area located east
of the village at milepost 69 will be relocated to an area just south of the
campground.
A new 60-space parking area and a structure providing
showers, toilets, changing stalls, and NPS storage will be constructed to
provide basic needs related to beach day use.
The existing 40-space
parking area at milepost 69 will be removed, and the ORV ramp and
access road will remain.
The Ocracoke campground will be modified to correct drainage problems
and to meet visitor use needs. The western portion of the campground
perimeter road and some of the 136 campsites will be reconstructed to
eliminate low places that retain water. The road base will be raised 18 to
24 inches, and culverts will be placed to accommodate existing site
drainage.
The entrance road, campground perimeter road, and loop
roads will be paved. A new entrance, pulloff parking, and gate will be
constructed.
The existing ORV ramp will be relocated to the south to
minimize vehicle and pedestrian conflicts and noise intrusions at a
proposed amphitheater.
The new 150-seat amphitheater and campfire
circle will be developed to support interpretive programs.
The
amphitheater will have a projection screen designed so that it can be
removed from sight.
An existing parking area will be redesigned and
constructed near the amphitheater.
Trails from the parking area and
campground will provide pedestrian access to the amphitheater .
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Dock facilities will

I
Oceanside Sites.
Most of the visitor use at Cape Hatteras National
Seashore takes place on the ocean beaches.
Development of new beach
use facilities and proposed improvement and/or expansion of existing
facilities and access points will better accommodate the demand for visitor
use in the ocean/beach unit.
The concept for the distribution of beach
access points is to provide numerous small parking sites throughout the
national seashore to complement the three major beach day use areas.
This concept is compatible with the linear configuration of the national
seashore and will provide for a more enjoyable visitor experience by
avoiding overcrowded conditions at niost sites.
Under the proposal, authorized beach access points will consist of 15
beach access parking areas along NC 12, seven lifeguard-protected
recreational beaches, and a portion of the beach just south of the Cape
Hatteras lighthouse.
Of the protected beaches, two sites will have toilets
and showers (minor beach day use facilities), three will have toilets,
showers,
changing stalls,
drinking water,
and picnic tables with
sunshades (major beach day use facilities), and two will be associated
with existing campgrounds with no additional facilities (campground
beaches). The beach south of the Cape Hatteras lighthouse will also have
minor beach day use facilities.
Locations of all proposed beach use
facilities are shown on the General Development map and in table 1.
The beach access areas include 2 on Bodie Island, 4 on Pea Island
National Wildlife Refuge, 12 on Hatteras Island, and 5 on Ocracoke Island.
Some existing NC 12 roadside turnouts will be upgraded, others removed,
and some new ones constructed.
Improvements will include parking for 20
to 30 vehicles, deceleration/acceleration lanes with signs, boardwalk dune
crossovers, and trash receptacles. The proposed distribution of turnouts
and increased parking area capacities will reduce unauthorized vehicle
parking along NC 12 road shoulders.
Oceanside day use will be concentrated at six sites. Three minor day use
areas will be located at Salvo campground, Sandy Bay (east of Hatteras
Village), and near the Hatteras lighthouse.
Three major day use areas
will include the existing site at Coquina Beach and the proposed sites at
Cape Point and just south of the Ocracoke campground.
Soundside Sites.
At the present time, there are two major developed
areas along the soundside of the national seashore--Oregon Inlet marina
and Salvo campground.
Existing visitor uses will continue at these two
areas, and minor modifications will be made (see subsections on 11 Bodie
Island Developed Area 11 and "South of Salvo").
Numerous undeveloped
sites are also being used by the public.
People drive into these sites
over unimproved roads, some of which are passable only by four-wheel
drive vehicles.
A total of eight currently used unimproved sites will be developed,
including one on Bodie Island, one on Pea Island National Wildlife Refuge,
three on Hatteras Island, and three on Ocracoke Island. Some sites will
be accessible by a two-way paved road with parking near the sound.
Other sites will be accessible by short hiking trails that connect the
soundside site with an inland parking area.
All eight sites will have
parking (5 to 20 cars), portable chemical toilets, and trash receptacles.
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Picnic tables and boat ramps will be provided at selected sites . Access to
the sites will be signed along NC 12, and deceleration/acceleration lanes
will be provided at some sites .
Unimproved access roads to the sound
shore and sites to be closed will require barricades and signs.
Specific
site locations and proposed facilities are shown in table 2.
Tolerance of Landscape to Visitor Use.
While visitor capacities at other
parks are often dictated by the number of facilities and their sizes, this
is not completely the case for most of Cape Hatteras, where visitors can
drive their vehicles the length of the national seashore, carrying their
own recreational gear, food, and shade to almost any point along the
beach.
In the developed areas, capacities wi 11 continue to be control led
by the size of the parking areas .
Throughout the rest of the national
seashore, however, use will be limited more by heat, insects, availability
of drinking water, and whether or not the visitor's vehicle can navigate
the soft sand.
The capacities of the proposed facilities reflect the current
these facilities at the national seashore . Based on visitor use
current level of use is expected to remain relatively constant
life of the GMP, so these capacities should be adequate and
for the visitor experience.

demand for
trends, the
during the
appropriate

Vegetation is important in stabilizing the surface substrate of the barrier
islands.
The presence of dune grasses is particularly critical in building
and maintaining the dune fields, which are easily denuded by human
trampling and vehicle use.
The tolerance of the fore-island dune ridge
for use is extremely low.
Even a small amount of vehicular or foot traffic
destroys the dune-binding vegetation and erodes the dunes, creating an
unacceptable change .
Consequently, visitors will be prohibited from
climbing or driving on the dunes except at designated crossings.
The
tolerance of certain wildlife habitats to visitor use is also low; therefore,
use will be seasonally restricted to avoid disturbing the sea turtle and
colonial waterbird nesting and hatching habitats.
Under normal circumstances, the beach/berm area is tolerant of visitor
use, and recreational activities will be encouraged except during sea
turtle nesting season when ORV use will . be prohibited from nesting sites
(see biological assessment in appendix D).
So long as visitor use is
generally confined to this resilient environment, the physical capacity of
the national seashore will probably not be reached as quickly as the social
capacity.
Social capacity depends on individual visitor perceptions and
expectations, which in turn depends on other factors such as the visitor's
aesthetic, emotional, and educational experiences and socioeconomic and
ethnic background.
Grassland flats and shrub thickets are fairly tolerant of visitor use.
However, the high water table is easily polluted, and mosquitoes and
other biting insects discourage visitors from staying too long in these
areas.
Marshes are intolerant of visitor use, and access to the soundside
will be controlled to avoid wetlands (see "Environmental Consequences,
Compliance Considerations").
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TABEL 2: DEVELOPMENT FOR SOUNDSIDE SITES
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Due to the large area of beach open to the public and to the high degree
of beach resiliency, the current level of beach use throughout most of the
national seashore is below either its physical or overall social carrying
capacity .
However, in some locations where perceived overcrowding and
conflicting activities are occurring, such as the beach near the Cape
Hatteras lighthouse, and near beach access points where undesignated
overflow parking occurs at parking turnouts, the social capacity is
exceeded during peak use periods.
These conflicts will be reduced by
management actions, such as separating activities through zoning and by
redesigning facilities.
Furthermore, if beaches are perceived to be
overcrowded by certain visitors, they will be able to walk along the beach
until they find more secluded spots.

Natural Resource Management
The primary objective of natural resource management for most of Cape
Hatteras National Seashore will be the preservation of the dynamic
physiography and characteristic ecological communities of the Outer
Banks.
This objective holds true for all planr:iing units and is excepted
only for those sites specifically designated for other uses such as park
developed areas and Pea Island National Wildlife Refuge (see subsection on
11
Management Zoning 11 ) .
Shoreline and Dune Management.
The key issue in managing the park
lands is the perpetuation of shoreline and dune processes upon which the
barrier island ecosystems depend.
However, there is a conflict between
this objective and that of maintaining the existing transportation link to
the mainland.
Much of NC 12 in its current alignment is dependent on
the artificial dune line for protection from overwash damage.
The impacts of NC 12 on coastal processes and the long-term cost of
maintaining the highway could be considerably reduced by relocating the
road out of potential overwash areas or elevating it to avoid interference
with overwash and inlet formation.
However, extensive reconstruction of
the highway would be costly over the life of the GMP.
Rather, it is
proposed that the impact of NC 12 be reduced through redesign of
segments as funding and opportunities allow.
The National Park Service
will cooperate with the state of North Carolina in developing a long-term
plan for maintaining the transportation link.
l n the interim, temporary remedial actions, i,ncluding dune stabilization,
may be necessary to maintain access to the national seashore and villages.
As the national seashore approaches a more natural state, the artificial
dune line will gradually give way to a more scattered dune configuration,
allowing saltwater overwash and salt spray to again determine the
distribution of vegetation and wildlife habitats.
Due to the dynamic nature of the barrier islands, the Park Service will
allow natural shoreline processes to function with little or no human
influence.
In view of the knowledge gained from managing this system
and from much scientific research on the subject, the Park Service will
not
attempt
to
further
stabilize
the
shoreline.
Groins,
offshore
breakwaters, beach nourishment, or other stabilization measures are not
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compatible with the resource protection objectives of the national
seashore.
There are two exceptions to this policy . One occurs at th.e
NPS developed area in Ocracoke Village where an existing shallow
concrete / sandbag breakwater wi II remain in place to provide protection for
a proposed three-ramp boat-launching site (see 11 0cracoke Island
Developed Area'' section).
The other exception exists at the Cape
Hatteras lighthouse where the shoreline is temporarily being stabilized,
pending a decision on how the lighthouse will be more permanently
protected. The former naval fac ility just north of the lighthouse is now
occupied by the U.S . Coast Guard under a special use permit from the
National Park Service, and it is likely that the Coast Guard will maintain
the two northernmost groins of the three existing groins in the area to
protect their facility.
Natural processes will be allowed to change and shape individual dunes
and dune systems, except for necessary protective measures for NC 12.
Boardwalks or other hardened surfaces will be installed to provide
pedestrian and vehicle access to the beach while minimizing impacts on the
dune system. Care will be taken in siting to minimize dune erosion and
effects of blowout.
Where feasible, such devices will be movable to
accommodate migration of the dune openings in which they lie.
The Park Service will review and update as necessary an existing action
plan regulating ORV use in order to reduce visitor use conflicts and to
protect dunes, vegetation, wildlife, and cultural resources. The action
plan will designate ORV routes as well as sensitive resource areas
periodically closed to ORV use.
In accordance with 36 CFR 4, the plan
will continue to set safety regulations for ORV operation in the national
seashore.
The Park Service will continue to conduct or support research on
shoreline and dune processes to identify long-term trends in coast
migration and overwash and inlet formation. This information will guide
the placement of future park facilities and will be an important factor in
the continuing maintenance of NC 12.
Vegetation and Wildlife Management.
The goal of vegetation management
will be to restore natural processes as well as a semblance of the natural
mosaic of plants on the national seashore to the extent practicable. To
achieve this goal, research will be conducted into the composition and
structure of plant communities, with special emphasis on Buxton Woods.
A vegetation map will be prepared delineating the major vegetation types,
the distribution of rare plants and communities (e.g., wetlands, Buxton
Woods), and the distribution of exotic species (e.g., Mediterranean pine,
Japanese honeysuckle).
Using this map as a base, a fuel model/fire
behavior map will be developed, and other research will assess the
natural role of fire on Cape Hatteras.
The applicability of fire as a
management tool to reduce unnatural fuel loadings in Buxton Woods and to
counter the invasion of woody shrubs in national seashore wetlands will
be investigated.
A vegetation and fire management action plan will be
prepared to guide the control of exotic species, the protection of rare or
endangered species, wi Id fire suppression procedures, and, if practical,
the application of prescribed burning.
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Native wildlife will continue to be protected within the national seashore
in cooperation with the Pea Island National Wildlife Refuge and the North
Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission.
Regulations governing sport and
commercial fishing and seasonal waterfowl hunting will be periodically
reviewed and adjusted as to the time, place, or method of taking game
species to ensure sustained productivity. The Park Service will continue
to monitor the health and status of native wildlife to assess the impacts of
management actions and recreational use.
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the National Marine Fisheries
Service have identified 12 endangered or threatened species as well as
two plant species under consideration for listing, which may occur in or
near the national seashore (see table 3). A review of the status of these
species is contained in the biological assessment in appendix D. Of the
listed species, only the loggerhead sea turtle, which nests on the
beaches, is potentially threatened by park-related activities, specifically
ORV use.
Buried clutches of eggs are subject to being inadvertently
crushed by ORVs, and deep ORV tracks in the beach sand can create a
barrier to loggerhead hatchlings attempting to enter the sea.
At the
present time, this threat is successfully mitigated by a cooperative effort
between Cape Hatteras and Pea Island resource managers. · Turtle-nesting
activities are monitored, and ORV use is temporarily restricted on beach
segments containing nests, or the nests are relocated out of high ORV
use areas and out of areas of tidal erosion. This management program
will be continued.
There are no known threats to bald eagles, brown
pelicans, peregrine falcons, American alligators, nonnesting sea turtles,
or marine mammals potentially within the national seashore, and no
specific management actions are required to protect these species.
Pollution Control and Abatement.
The Park Service will cooperate with
state and federal agencies in monitoring air and water quality and in
reviewing regional air pollution and wastewater discharge permits and
dredge and fill permits to ensure protection of national seashore resources
and visitor health and safety.
Special emphasis will be given to
improving the park's groundwater monitoring system in order to protect
this limited resource from wastewater pollution and saltwater intrusion.
An oil spill contingency plan that outlines procedures in the event of a
major spill affecting park waters will be maintained by the Park Service in
cooperation with the U.S. Coast Guard and the state of North Carolina.
Cultural Resource Management
The Park Service wi II provide for the preservation, restoration,
protection, interpretation, use, study, and management of significant
cultural resources within Cape Hatteras National Seashore through
adequate research and programming, in compliance with the requirements
of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 (as amended),
regulations for "Protection of Historic and Cultural Properties" (36 CFR
800), NPS "Management Policies" (chapter 5), and NPS-28, "Cultural
Resources Management Guideline. 11
The significant cultural resources
consist mainly of the lighthouses and remaining vestiges of the U.S.
Lifesaving Service and U.S.
Coast Guard facilities (see Cultural
Resources map).
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Endangered and Threatened Species
in the Cape Hatteras Region

Endangered Species

_O_c_c_u_r_r_e_n_c_e_ _ _ _ _ _ __

Brown pelican (Pelecanus occidentalis)
Peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus tundrius)
Bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus)
Hawksbill turtle (Eretmochelys imbricata)

Frequently seen
Fall and spring migrant
Occasionally sighted
Occasionally sighted in
park waters
Occasionally sighted in
park waters
Occasionally sighted in
park waters
Rarely enters park waters
Rarely enters park waters
Rarely enters park waters

Kemp's Ridley turtle ( Lepidochelys kempii)
Leatherback turtle ( Dermochelys coriacea)
Humpback whale (Megaptera novaeangliae)
Right whale (Balaena glacialis)
Sei whale ( Balaenoptera borealis)
Threatened Species
Loggerhead turtle (Caretta caretta)
American alligator (Alligator mississippiensis)
Green turtle (Chelonia mydas)
Candidate Species
Lilaeopsis carolinensis
Aeschynomene virginiae

Freshwater marsh sites
Roadsides and disturbed
areas

Source:
U.S. Department of the Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service,
Asheville, North Carolina, and National Marine Fisheries Service, St.
Petersburg, Florida.
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Nests on beaches
Extirpated
Occasionally sighted in
park waters

I
Historic Resources.
The 26 structures that comprise these historic
complexes are al I included in or have been nominated for inclusion in the
National Register of Historic Places; 18 of the structures are also included
on the Cape Hatteras National Seashore List of Classified Structures (see
table 4 for the status of each of the structures).
For additional
information on these structures and their settings, both historic and
existing, please refer to the 11 Historic Resources Management Plan for
Cape Hatteras National Seashore 11 (USDI, NPS, CAHA 1977), or the
individual National Register nomination forms (USDI, NPS, CAHA n.d. ).
The principal resource management strategy for the historic structures at
Cape Hatteras proposes preservation of the existing exterior features and
renovation of the interiors for adaptive use. There are two exceptions,
however--the remains of the ship Laura A. Barnes and the Little
Kinnakeet Lifesaving Station. The Laura A. Barnes will be preserved as
long as possible but will not be restored-through the reconstruction of
missing features. The Little Kinnakeet Lifesaving Station will be restored
on both the interior and the exterior.
The Park Service will prepare a historic structure report for each
property.
The report will include a collection, presentation, and
evaluation of anthropological/archeological, historical, and architectural/
engineering research findings on the individual structure and its setting,
along with recommendations for the structure's treatment and use.
Pending
completion
of
the report,
only emergency preservation
maintenance activities will be undertaken on the structure.
Each
property will also have a historic structure preservation guide, which will
serve as a reference for park maintenance personnel in programming
housekeeping and routine and cyclic maintenance activities to ensure
continuing preservation of the structure. All work will be done according
to the historic structure report and historic structure preservation guide
and will be carried out under the direct supervision of a historical
architect.
Pursuant to the 11 Management Policies 11 and NPS-28, all management actions
at Cape Hatteras National Seashore that might affect cultural resources
will be reviewed in advance by NPS cultural resource specialists to ensure
that all feasible planning or design measures are taken to avoid or
minimize any possible impairment to these resources. Should unavoidable
adverse effects be identified, they will be mitigated in accordance with
the referenced policies and guidelines.
Table 4 summarizes the specific treatments and uses recommended for each
historic structure. Some of the recommendations can be implemented only
if the non-NPS properties were transferred to the National Park Service.
The Park Service is not seeking their transfer and will continue to work
with the U.S. Coast Guard and the Chicamacomico Historical Association
through cooperative agreements and by providing technical assistance to
ensure cultural resources not under its jurisdiction or control are
adequately
maintained
in
accordance with
acceptable preservation
guidelines.
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Un known Cultural Resources.
The dynamics of the barrier island
environment are the overriding phenomenom that affects management of
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Table 4:

Resource
Bodie Island
Light Station

National
Register
Status

Ownership

N

Management Strategy

Present IJse

Proposed Action

Preserve/maintain

Visitor center/
interpretation;
navigational aid

Preserve all exterior
features; renovate
interiors for adaptive
use

Preserve/maintain

Original stationresidence/boat
house-garage/
Coast Guard station-ranger station

Relocate Coast Guard
station to Whalebone
Junction, restore
exterior, and adaptively use interior
for visitor contact
purposes.

*

Lighthouse
Oil house
Keeper's quarters
Storage shed
Bodie Island
Lifesaving/Coast
Guard Station

Management Strategies for Historic Resources

*

**

**

0

**

Original station
Boat house
Coast Guard station

**

**

laura A. Barnes

N

**

Preserve as long
as possible

Interpretation

Implement ·periodic
maintenance treatment
as recommended by
regional historical
architect

Oregon I nlel
Coast Guard
Station

0

*

Preserve in
cooperation with
Coast Guard

Coast Guard
installation

Work with Coast
Guard to preserve
utilizing NPS
standards

Chicamacomico
Lifesaving/Coast
Guard Station

0

Preserve in cooperation with the
Chi camacomico
Historical Assn.

Cooperative/interpretation

Work with the
Chicamacomico
Historical Assn. to
develop a cooperative preservation
effort utilizing NPS
standards for
preservation

Preserve/maintain

Interpretation

Restore all exterior and interior
features

Station
Boat house
Garage
Signal tower
Cookhouse
Storage sheds (2)
Little Kinnakeet
Lifesaving Station
Main station
Kitchen
Boat house

***
**
**

**
***

**
0

**

**

**

J
I
I

••I
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Resource

National
Register
Status

Cape Hatteras
Light Station

Ownership

0

Preserve/maintain

Visitor center/interpretation

Preserve all exterior
features; renovate
interiors for adaptive
use

**
**
N

Hatteras Weather
Bureau Station

0

Offi eel residence
building
Storage sheds (2)

**

0

Residences

Preserve

Preserve/maintain

Residence

Restore all exterior
and interior features
for adaptive use as
museum

Preserve/ maintain

Residence/interpretation

Preserve all exterior
features; renovate
interiors for adpative
use

Preserve/maintain

Transportation/
interpretation

Preserve and control
population of herd

*
*
N

**

1.

I.

Preserve/maintain

**
**

Lighthouse
Keeper's quarters
"Banker" Horse Herd

Proposed Action

**

Buxton Cabins

Ocracoke Light
Station

Present Use

**

Lighthouse
Oil house
Double keeper's
quarters
Principal keeper's
quarters

..I

Management Strategy

I
I
I
I

Explanation of Letters and Symbols :
0
N

= Listed on the National Register
= Nominated for inclusion in the National Register

*

= U.S. Coast Guard

** = National Park Service
***
Chicamacomico Historical Association
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cultural resources.
The Park Service has evaluated all currently
identified prehistoric and historic sites within the boundaries of the
national seashore and has determined that there are no known significant
archeological resources.
Accordingly, no specific resource . management
strategy is proposed at this time.
In the event that such resources as
shipwrecks, the precise locations of Forts Hatteras and Clark, or other
cultural remains are uncovered because of the dynamic barrier island
processes,
specific management proposals wi 11
be developed
and
implemented.
Adequate archival research should be undertaken to identify areas of high
probability of containing currently unknown cultural resources and to
concentrate resource identification measures in those areas. The seashore
staff must be constantly aware that currently unknown cultural resources
might be exposed at any time.
Such resources would be treated in
accordance with the recommendations that fol low.
The Park Service will implement the following program to identify,
evaluate, and determine future management actions for any subsequently
discovered cultural resource within the national seashore:
Following any natural phenomena that results in alteration of the
current configuration of any portion of the seashore, appropriate
seashore and regional office cultural resource specialists will
undertake whatever steps are deemed necessary to ascertain the
presence or absence of cultural resources in the altered area.
Should a cultural resource be identified, it will be recorded and
evaluated as to its integrity and significance by appropriate NPS
cultural resource specialist(s).
Fol lowing the evaluation study, the cultural resource wi II be managed
in accordance with its integrity and significance as prescribed in the
NPS "Management Policies" and NPS-28.
The state historic preservation officer of North Carolina will be
notified of the discovery of the resource and will be advised of the
Park Service's proposed management strategy for the resource.
Known Cultural Resources Threatened by Seashore Dynamics.
The
"Management Policies" state that the dynamics of shorelines, such as those
found at Cape Hatteras, will be allowed to take place naturally, with
certain exceptions.
Among those exceptions are historic zones where
"control measures if necessary, will be predicated on thorough studies
taking into account the nature and velocity of the shoreline processes,
the threat to cultural resources, the significance of the cultural
resources, and alternatives, including costs for protecting the cultural
resource. Such studies must also determine if and how control measures
would impair resources and processes in natural zones in order that
management may make an informed decision on the course of action to be
followed."
In keeping with this policy, such a study is currently underway to
determine what action should be taken with respect to the Cape Hatteras
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lighthouse. This cultural resource is being threatened as a result of the
seashore 1 s natural processes.
The lighthouse, which has served for more than a century as a
navigational aid for mariners rounding the treacherous Diamond Shoals,
has become a symbol of the North Carolina Outer Banks.
When the
lighthouse was constructed in 1870, it was located 1, 800 feet from the
ocean.
Since then, the shoreline has eroded to the extent that the
lighthouse became endangered, and numerous protective measures became
necessary from 1930 to the present to prevent damage to or destruction of
the lighthouse and nearby facilities.
Because of the national significance of the Ca~e Hatteras lighthouse, the
secretary of the interior decided in 1981 to develop a long-range plan to
save the structure. The Corps of Engineers is assisting the Department
of the Interior by developing and studying alternative long-term
protective actions and costs. Their studies are still in progress.
The option that appears most promising is the construction of a revetment
around the base of the lighthouse. Interim measures include shoring up
the base of the lighthouse, extending the southernmost groin, and testing
artificial sea grass to reduce erosion rates.
If the preferred alternative of basal revetment is selected, it is projected
that in 50 to 60 years the shoreline will have eroded past the lighthouse,
and the lighthouse will remain standing on an island created by the
revetment.
Currently, the preferred method of protection for the
adjacent facilities is relocation. (For further details on proposals at the
lighthouse area, see subsection on 11 General Development 11 ) .
Similarly, it is proposed that the Bodie Island Lifesaving/Coast Guard
Station be moved because in its present location, it could be claimed by
the natural seashore dynamics during the life of the GMP. In keeping
with its policies of allowing the seashore 1 s natural processes to occur, the
Park Service will not attempt to stabilize the beach in front of the Bodie
Island Lifesaving/Coast Guard Station to protect that structure. Rather,
the Park Service proposes to relocate the structure to Whalebone Junction
and adaptively use it as a visitor contact station, thereby ensuring its
continued preservation.
Collections.
A collections preservation guide that includes a scope of
collections statement is being prepared by the Curatorial Services Branch
of the National Park Service 1s Washington Office.
Its purpose is to
provide guidance to seashore curatorial, archival, and maintenance
personnel for programming, housekeeping, and routine and cyclic
maintenance of objects and archival materials. The guide is based on a
full field evaluation of the national seashore• s collections by appropriate
seashore, regional, and Washington Office specialists.
Because the
museum and library/archives collections will continue to be located in the
500-year floodplain, a critical action under N PS flood pf ain management
guidelines, the collections preservation guide wi II also include a plan for
evacuating irreplaceable artifacts and archival material should flooding
appear imminent.
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Proposed Research.
Despite a number of overviews, the cultural
resources data for Cape Hatteras National Seashore remain lacking.
Accordingly, a number of studies and research needs have been identified
and are listed in the 11 Plan 1lrnplernentation 11 section. Completion of these
studies and research needs must be accomplished before the preceding
cultural resource management strategies can be fully implemented .
A study of local customs, including the unique lifestyles and lore
associated with seashore living and the fishing economy, will be designed
with assistance from the National Park Service 1 s Anthropology Division.
The North Carolina State folklorist in addition to other appropriate
individuals and groups will be consulted in the design and execution of
this project. Interested members of the community will have access to the
final products.
Banker 11 Horse Herd.
The 11 Ban ker 11 horse herd has been identified as
a cultural resource for purposes· of resource management. Although the
19 ponies constitute an exotic species, they have some historical value.
It is believed that they are descendants of Spanish mustangs that may
have been introduced to the island in the 16th century by Spanish
explorers.
However, this has not been verified.
Research will be
conducted into their genetic origins to determine their historical
significance.
11

The Park Service will continue to preserve the genetic lineage of the herd
and to use them as an interpretive exhibit. A horse management plan will
be developed.
Park Operations
The administrative headquarters for Cape Hatteras National Seashore will
continue to be located on the north end of Roanoke Island on the 122-acre
Fort Raleigh National Historic Site. The superintendent of Cape Hatteras
is also the administrator for Fort Raleigh and for Wright Brothers National
Memorial (a 431-acre site located in Kitty Hawk).
Ranger stations and maintenance areas will continue to be located on
Bodie Island, near Cape Point, and in Ocracoke Village.
Interpretive
offices will be located in the Bodie Island Light Station, Little Kinnakeet
Lifesaving Station, Cape Hatteras Light Station, and Ocracoke Village.
Employee housing will be located on Bodie Island, at Salvo campground,
near Cape Point, at Frisco campground, and in Ocracoke Village. The
11
General Development 11 subsection contains specific housing proposals by
area. The provision of government-furnished housing will be consistent
with NPS policy, · department regulations, and requirements of OMB
circulars A-18 and A-45.
Housing is necessary because of the
tourist-based economy of the seashore, which supports higher than
average rental fees for housing.
There is also a fluctuation in the
availability of housing with the seasonal influx of visitors who occupy all
available units. The private housing market situation can be summarized
as presenting an insufficient housing supply because of seasonal demands
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at more cost to the employee. Availability is further complicated by the
rotational and seasonal employment patterns of NPS employees.
Mobile homes will be replaced by more energy-efficient and flexible
layouts with respect to appropriate number and distribution of rooms.
With almost the entire national seashore being classified as a coastal
high-hazard area, the more permanent flood-proof structures that are
proposed will minimize potential flood damage. These structures will be
designed in accordance with the National Flood Insurance Program 1 s
11
Floodplain Management Criteria for Flood-Prone Areas 11 ( 44 CF R 60. 3).
Accordingly, new major structures will be elevated above the projected
flood hazard elevation.
The five campgrounds within the national seashore complement some 25
privately owned and operated campgrounds in the vicinity and are
currently operated by the National Park Service. This is in keeping with
the NPS tradition of managing its own campgrounds within the parks.
Recently, however, elsewhere in the national park system, a two-year
pilot program for concessioner-operated campgrounds was initiated as part
of a continuing effort to develop innovative methods by which
concessioners can assist the Park Service in providing essential visitor
services. If that program is successful, other park areas will be turning
over campground operations to concessioners.
Accordingly, the National Park Service 1s Denver Service Center conducted
a study that addressed the economic feasibility of a concessioner
operating the NPS campgrounds in Cape Hatteras National Seashore. The
results were published last August in the Economic Feasibility Study,
Concession Activities ( USDI, NPS, DSC 1983).
The study found that
with a season of 214 days, three of the NPS campgrounds--Ocracoke,
Cape Point, and Oregon Inlet--have good profit potential.
Frisco and
Salvo campgrounds operate on a shorter season of 153 days (due in large
part to lower visitor demand) and have limited profit potential. The
study recommended that initial short-term concession permits be issued
for operation of the campgrounds, preferably with one operator for all
five campgrounds. The Park Service has examined the findings of the
study, and upon further consideration through the A-76 process, has
determined that it is not feasible at this time to contract campground
operations to a concessioner.
The economic feasibility study also examined the possibility of placing
under concession permits the duck blind operation at Oregon Inlet, the
dock management at Ocracoke Village, and visitor transportation at
Buxton and Ocracoke Village. The study found that the Bodie Island
duck blind operation would not be feasible for a concessioner; the Park
Service should continue to manage its own dock facility at Ocracoke
Village; there appears to be no real need for a transportation system in
Buxton; and adequate visitor transportation in Ocracoke Village can be
provided by the expansion of existing privately operated tours.
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Land and Water Protection and Cooperative Agreements
Of the 30,318.63 acres within the authorized boundary of Cape Hatteras
National Seashore, the federal government has secured title to all but
O. 55 acre of land.
Acquisition of property has been accomplished by
several methods, including transfer of property by the state of North
Carolina and other federal agencies, donations by private individuals and
groups, fee simple acquisition, and by declarations of taking when titles
were clouded or negotiated purchases were unproductive.
Tract 06-118 located in the northwest section of Salvo campground is the
0. 55 acre of nonfederal property that has not been acquired. This tract
of land is held in common by the inhabitants of the village of Salvo and
continues as an active cemetery serving community needs.
The use of
the cemetery does not interfere with normal park operations; therefore,
the Park Service does not plan to acquire or otherwise change the status
of interest in this property.
Approximately 22 acres of land within the authorized NPS boundary in
Ocracoke Village are currently being used by private individuals because
of a former inaccurate placement of a fence line. The use of this land
does not interfere with park operations; however, the situation wi II be
resolved through agreements with the private individuals concerned.
In 1953 the national seashore boundaries were established at the mean low
waterline on the oceanside and 150 feet beyond mean low water on the
soundside, thus excluding most of the offshore islands. On the oceanside
of the vii Iages of Rodanthe, Waves, Salvo, and Avon, the boundary was
fixed 500 feet westward of mean high water, which provided a strip of
public beach. The shoreline in front of these villages has eroded to the
extent that in some places at high tide the surf washes onto private
property, effectively eliminating the public beach. The Park Service will
discuss this problem with the landowners involved to seek measures of
guaranteeing public use of the beach.
Numerous areas within the boundary of the national seashore are managed
by agencies other than the Park Service.
For example, the Fish and
Wildlife Service manages the 6,000-acre Pea Island National Wildlife Refuge
for the protection of wildlife and its habitat.
The U.S. Coast Guard
manages facilities on Bodie Island and near Buxton, Hatteras Village, and
Ocracoke Village.
Other managing agencies include the Corps of
Engineers, Department of the Navy, Department of Commerce, North
Carolina Department of Transportation, Dare County, city of Nags Head,
and Ocracoke Village. Private utility companies and individuals also hold
special use permits for use of park lands. The Park Service will continue
to cooperate with these agencies through existing memoranda of
agreement, special use permits, and other agreements.
Several undeveloped areas on the Outer Ban ks outside the national
seashore have been designated as part of the Coastal Barrier Resources
System under the Coastal Barrier Resources Act of 1982. No federal
flood insurance or other assistance will be available for construction
within these designated areas.
Two sites adjacent to the national
seashore, one south of Avon and another adjacent to Buxton, have been
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so designated.
Consequently, private construction within these areas will
likely be slowed or curtailed. The Coastal Barrier Resources Act will not
affect further construction on currently developed private lands or lands
within the national seashore.
Park management will continue to follow NPS management policies,
authorizing legislation, and other authorities in evaluating requests for
nonpark use of NPS lands such as utility rights-of-way. All requests will
be considered on a case-by-case basis, all possible impacts will be
assessed before making a decision, and only those permits that do not
violate applicable policies, regulations, and management objectives will be
granted.
In keeping with the park's management objective of cooperative planning,
the Park Service will seek to work closely with village citizen groups and
with state and local agencies, such as the Dare and Hyde County Board
of Commissioners, to identify issues of concern and resolutions that will
be beneficial to all parties involved.

Management Zoning
Management zones are designated for park lands and waters to indicate
which park operations and management functions, visitor uses, and
development are appropriate in different locations, based on the park's
authorizing legislation, NPS policies, the nature of the park's resources,
desired visitor experiences, and established uses. Cape Hatteras National
Seashore has a current management zoning system using four major
zones- -natural, historic, park development, and special use.
Each of
these zones is divided into subzones to further specify particular use and
management strategies. The proposed plan essentially continues the
current land management strategy with only slight modification of the
previous management zoning system contained in the 1978 "Statement for
Management. 11
The proposed
management zones and sub zones are
described below and are shown on the Management Zoning map.
Natural Zone.
Lands and waters classified in the natural zone are
managed to conserve natural resources and processes while accommodating
visitor uses and experiences that do not adversely affect the natural
systems.
The protected natural area subzone includes unusually fragile or
ecologically significant lands and waters.
The primary management
emphasis is on the perpetuation of significant natural values.
Buxton
Woods is classified in this subzone because of its importance in the park
as the largest example of maritime forest associated with relict dunes.
The forested dunes in Buxton Woods reach a height of 60 feet, the
highest point on the national seashore, and the varied topography is
distinctive in relation to the low relief typical of barrier islands. Buxton
Woods supports a variety of plant communities and a number of rare plant
and animal species, including laurel cherry and dwarf palmetto, both near
the northern limits of their range, and two subspecies of king snakes
(one is endemic to the Outer Banks).
Visitor use is limited primarily to
hi king.
By legislation, waterfowl hunting is permitted.
Management
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actions to preserve the natural
thinning or pr·escribed burning.

values may

include such

techniques as

The grazing subzone 1s limited to 160 acres on Ocracoke Island for
11
maintaining
the
national
seashore's
Banker 11
horse
herd
as
a
representative sample of the historic herds that formerly roamed the
islands. The entire subzone is fenced.
The waterfowl management subzone corresponds to Pea Island National
Wildlife Refuge,, an area included in the national seashore but managed by
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to enhance habitat for waterfowl.
Active habitat management includes such methods as prescribed burning,
planting of food · plots, contract trapping of waterfowl predators, and
water impoundment.
The National Park Service cooperates with the Fish
and Wildlife Service in providing visitor services (facility maintenance and
interpretation) in this subzone.
Most of the national seashore is in the natural environment subzone,
including minor recreational development such as ORV and pedestrian
beach access sites.
Environmentally compatible visitor activities are
encouraged in this subzone; major new developments will not be placed in
this subzone.
Historic Zone.
This
zone
is
managed
to
preserve
historic
or
archeological
resources and their settings and is applied to lands
containing significant or numerous cultural resources.
Some individual
cultural features, such as the remains of the Laura A. Barnes ship, are
not classified in this zone.
Preservation of historic- structures may be
accomplished by adaptively using the structures for interpretive, park
administrative, or residential purposes or for leaseback agreement.
The Bodie Island Lifesaving/Coast Guard Station, the Bodie Island Light
Station, the Oregon Inlet Coast Guard Station, the Little Kinnakeet
Lifesaving Station, and the Cape Hatteras Light Station are included in
this zone.
In addition to these sites within the national seashore
boundary, the Park Service is involved in the management of three other
historic
structures
outside
the
boundary--the
Chicamacomico
Lifesaving/Coast Guard Station, a turn-of-the-century U.S. Weather
Bureau Station at Hatteras Village, and the Ocracoke Island Light Station.
Park Development Zone.
This
zone
includes
areas
where
park
development or intensive use substantially alters the natural environment
or historic setting.
The
recreational
development
subzone
includes
major
recreational
developments such as drive-in campgrounds, picnic areas, and marinas.
Existing and proposed beach access sites not involving major structures
are not included.
The following are sites classified in this subzone:
Whalebone Junction visitor contact station
Coquina Beach day use facility
Oregon Inlet campground and marina
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Salvo campground

Cape Point campground and nearby major beach day use
facility (proposed)
Frisco campground
Ocracoke campground
Ocracoke day use facility (proposed)
Ocracoke Village docks, picnic area, and boat launch (proposed)
In addition, three privately owned fishing piers, operated under an NPS
concessions permit, are included in this subzone.
Areas within the administrative/residential development subzone are
developed for park administrative offices, ranger stations, maintenance
facilities,
and
employee
residences.
However,
historic structures
adaptively used for these functions are classified in the historic zone
because protection of the structures 1 historical integrity is the primary
management emphasis.
Other small administrative, maintenance, or
residential facilities associated with visitor use development (e.g.,
housing
at Salvo campground) are
included
in the recreational
development subzone.
Sites in the administrative/residential development subzone include the
seashore headquarters on Roanoke Island, the Bodie Island maintenance/
residential area near Coquina Beach; the Bodie fsf and maintenance/storage
area near the Bodie Island Light Station; the Buxton maintenance/
residential area; and the administrative, maintenance, and residential
facilities in Ocracoke Village.
The utilities subzone includes major utility developments not contained in
the recreational development or administrative/residential development
subzones.
The Bodie Island water tank site, which also includes the
park pistol range and a U.S. Navy communications tower, is the only area
in this subzone.
The access/circulation development subzone includes paved internal roads
that provide for visitor or management vehicle access to park facilities.
Special Use Zone.
This zone includes areas within the authorized park
boundary where other government agency or private land uses are of
primary importance.
Within this zone, NPS management emphasis is
secondary to that of other party interests.
The transeortation/uti Iit}:'. subzone includes NC 12, the Billy Mitchell
airstrip adjacent to Frisco campground, and the Ocracoke airstrip near
Ocracoke Village, all of which are managed by the state.
The utility
corridor paralleling the road is under special use permit to utility
companies.
The Coast Guard subzone includes park areas that are exclusively used
by the Coast Guard.
These are the Pea Island Coast Guard Station at
Oregon Inlet; the former Navy facility adjacent to the Cape Hatteras Light
Station;
and
three areas at Buxton--the Cape
Hatteras group
headquarters, the Loran Coast Guard Station, and the Hatteras Inlet
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Coast Guard Station.
The National Park Service and the U.S. Coast
Guard share residential facilities at Bodie Island, Buxton, and Ocracoke
Village, but these sites are not included in this subzone.
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PLAN IMPLEMENTATION

PHASING
The first actions to be taken in the GMP will include modifying existing
oceanside and soundside sites, constructing proposed oceanside and
soundside sites, paving beach access parking areas at Cape Point,
providing toilet facilities and open showers at three beach areas,
constructing additional boat-launching ramps at Oregon Inlet marina, and
providing new signs to improve visitor information and orientation. Minor
modifications at Salvo and Frisco campgrounds will be accomplished early
in plan implementation. The Bodie Island Light Station proposals will also
be implemented in this phase.
When the above actions have been completed, the Oregon Inlet, Cape
Point, and Ocracoke Island campgrounds will be upgraded, the associated
amphitheaters will be constructed, and the Cape Point and Ocracoke
Island maintenance areas will be expanded to include additional covered
vehicle storage and office space.
The development of the south entrance visitor contact station and
associated parking and roadways in Ocracoke Village will be the first
facilities to be provided in the more comprehensive development phase of
the GMP.
The next step in this phase will be the development of the
Whalebone
Junction
visitor contact
station
(relocated Bodie Island
Lifesaving/Coast Guard Station).
The relocation of the Coquina Beach
day use area and the construction of beach day use areas at Cape Point
and milepost 69 will occur in this phase.
The final development in this
phase will entail replacing the existing mobile homes with more permanent,
flood-proof structures.
Replacement housing will be provided first at
Ocracoke Village, then sequentially moving to the north until all mobile
homes are replaced.
Based on the continuing shoreline erosion rate,
removal and relocation of the Bodie Island maintenance and residential
areas will probably not occur during the life of the GMP.

COSTS
Operations
Annual operations and maintenance costs, including salaries, materials,
and equipment are expected to increase from $3. 4 mil lion (current annual
costs) to $5. 2 mi I lion (annual costs with implementation of the GMP).
A
comparison of current and proposed staffing requirements is shown in
table 5.
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Table 5:

Staffing Comparison
Person-Years
(Permanent/Seasonal)
Current
Proposed

Superintendent
Assistant superintendent
Administration
Visitor and park protection
Resource management
Interpretation
Maintenance

1.0/-1 . 0/ - 11.0/.03
13.6/27.9

1.0/-1.0/-11.0/.03
15.5/30.9

4.0/--

4.0/--

6.3/3.8
41.4/3.2

11.0/9.6
44.2/4.4

TOTAL

78.3/34.93

87.7/44.93

Development
Development costs are shown in table 6.
Table 6:

Development Schedule and Cost Summary
(1983 Dollars)
Development
Cost

Location/Proposed Action
Bodie Island Developed Area
Phase 1*
Bodie Island Light Station
Parking area curb ramps ( 2-3 ft by 3 ft
extended asphalt ramps)

**

Building access ramp (6 ft by 30 ft wooden
ramp)
Asphalt trail (6 ft by 300 ft)

**
$

11,000

Elevated boardwalk (6 ft by 500 ft)

60,000

Oregon Inlet Marina
Boat ramps ( 2-20 ft by 30 ft concrete)

6,000

.I

I

{'

*Development is proposed in three phases, and
developed area are shown sequentially by phase.

for

each

**These are items that can be funded through the annual park operating
budget and the annual cyclic maintenance budget for rehabilitation,
restoration, or replacement.
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proposals

I
Phase 2
Oregon Inlet Campground
Wooden entrance gates

**
**

Entrance kiosk (70 sq ft)
Asphalt pulloff parking area (4 car spaces)

5,000

150-seat amphitheater, projection building,
and screen

62,000

Landscape and site development

6,000

Phase 3
Whalebone Junction
Information kiosk (obliterate 300 sq ft)

2,000

Relocate U.S. Coast Guard station structure

40,000

Renovate interior for adaptive use as visitor
contact station and staff offices

175,000

Asphalt road (22 ft by 650 ft)

37,000

Asphalt parking area for visitors and staff
(40 car, 15 RV spaces)

94,000

Waterline (6 11 -800 lin ft)

16,000

Underground electric line (500 lin ft)

5,000

Septic drain field (1,250 gpd) and septic
drain line (450 lin ft)

23,000

Hardened overflow parking area (20 car,
10 RV spaces)

55,000

Landscape and site development

45,000

Coquina Beach Day Use Area
Relocate 20 picnic/sunshade structures
( 150 ft west of present location)

5,000

New picnic/sunshade structures
(15 wooden structures)

30,000

Obliterate asphalt parking area and restore
site (6,430 sq yds)

45,000

Obliterate asphalt road and restore site
(6,350 sq yds)

45,000
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Asphalt road (22 ft by

Asphalt parking area ( 160 car,
Ongrade boardwalks

84,000

1,500 ft)

307,000

40 RV spaces)

(6 ft by 1,500

54,000

ft)

12,000

Landscape and site development

$1,224,000

AREA TOTAL

.I•

South of Salvo
Phase 1
Salvo Beach Area
Toilets and showers

I
I
I
19
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

$

Phase 2
Salvo Campground
Wooden entrance gates

**
5,000

Asphalt pulloff parking area (4 car spaces)
Phase 3
Salvo Residence Area
Employee residences for 1 permanent and
8 seasonal employees

270,000
8,000

Landscape and site development
AREA TOTAL

$

308,000

$

250,000

Little Kinnakeet
Phase 3
Restore building interior and exterior for
interpretation
Construct comfort station ( 400 sq ft)
Remove chain-link fence

(800 lin ft)

Underground electric lines
Asphalt parking area
Asphalt road

(1, 000 fin ft)

(40 car, 8 RV spaces)

(22 ft by 700 ft)

75,000
2,000
14,000
80,000
40,000

{'
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25,000

I
Asphalt sidewalk (6 ft by 300 ft)

3,000

Landscape and site development

8,000

AREA TOTAL

$

472,000

••I
I.

Cape Point/Lighthouse Developed Area
Phase 1
Cape Hatteras Lighthouse Area
Asphalt road (22 ft by 30 ft)

$

Asphalt parking area (80 car, 20 RV spaces)
Open air showers (3 shower heads, 500
lin ft waterline)
Portable chemical toilets (3)

2,000
154,000
8,000
12,000

Cape Point
Realign asphalt road intersection
(630 sq yds)

7,000

Asphalt parking area ( 45 car, 5 RV
spaces)
Asphalt road (20 ft by 2,200 ft)

33,000
123,000

Phase 2
Cape Point Campground
Widen perimeter loop asphalt road (20 ft
by 6,200 ft)
Redesign and pave 20 loop asphalt road
intersections ( 400 sq yds)
Repave perimeter loop asphalt road ( 12 ft
by 6,200 ft)
Asphalt pulloff parking area ( 4 car spaces)

347,000
10,000
186,000
5,000

Asphalt parking area (20 car spaces)

23,000

200-seat amphitheater, projection building,
and screen

80,000

Asphalt sidewalk (6 ft by 1,400 ft)

10,000

Landscape and site development

6,000
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Maintenance/Residential Area
Covered vehicle storage (3,000 sq ft)

30,000

Personnel office space (1 ;350 sq ft)

108,000

Employee residences for 18 seasonal
employees

420,000

Landscape and site development

8,000

Phase 3
Cape Point
Asphalt parking area (180 cars,
20 RV spaces)

307,000

Waterline (2 11 -1,000 lin ft)

11,000

Beach day use facility (2,000 sq ft)

300,000

Underground electric line (1,000 fin ft)

9,000

Septic drain field (6,900 gpd) and
septic drain line (500 Jin ft)

22,000

Landscape and site development

12,000

Cape Point to Hatteras Lighthouse
Asphalt bicycle trail (8 ft by 13,500 ft)

162,000

Landscape and site development

6,000

AREA TOTAL

$2,401,000

Hatteras
Phase 3
Restore weather station interior and
exterior for adaptive use as museum

$

250,000

AREA TOTAL

$

250,000
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Frisco
Phase 1
Frisco Campground
Wooden entrance gates

**

Asphalt pulloff parking area ( 4 car spaces)

$

Sandy Bay
Toilets and showers for beach use
AREA TOTAL

5,000
20,000

$

25,000

Ocracoke Island Developed Area
Phase 2
Maintenance Area
Covered vehicle storage (3,000 sq ft)
Ocracoke Campground
Upgrade asphalt parking area ( 40 car,
10 RV spaces)
150-seat amphitheater/campfire circle,
projection building, and screen

$

38,000

97,000
112,000

Wooden entrance gates

**
**

Asphalt pulloff parking area (4 car spaces)

5,000

Relocate existing ORV beach access ramp

Resurface asphalt road (11,000 sq yds)
Reconstruct roadway (raise grade and
provide drainage, 20 ft by 1, 000 ft)

82,000
125,000

Asphalt trail (6 ft by 2,000 ft)

9,000

Landscape and site development

12,000
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Phase 3
Ocracoke Village
Remove visitor contact station
(14 ft by 60 ft trailer)

5,000

Obliterate wooden frame restrooms (250
sq ft) and wooden ramp (330 sq ft)
Visitor contact station unit office
(2,500 sq ft)
Realign asphalt road and two intersections
(830 sq yds)

11,000

Asphalt road (22 ft by 200 ft)

14,000

Asphalt parking area (20 car, 5 RV spaces)

50,000

Asphalt parking area (140 car, 50 RV car trailer units)

397,000

Obliterate asphalt roadways and parking
area and restore site (2, 750 sq yds)

24,000

Waterline (2 11 -100 lin ft)

2,000

Underground electric line (150 lin ft)

3,000

Underground telephone line (150 ft)

2,000

Asphalt turnaround loop road ( 14 ft by
150 ft)

11,000

Asphalt road (22 ft by 250 ft)

17,000

Boat-launching ramps (3 concrete, 20 ft
by 30 ft ea.) and asphalt circulation
(1,160 sq yds)

21,000

Finger piers (3 wooden, 4 ft by 40 ft ea)

16,000

Dredging (2,300 cu yds)

45,000

Rehabilitation of concrete/sandbag breakwater
Employee residences for 1 permanent and
12 seasonal employees

**
412,000

62,000

Landscape and site development

{'
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4,000

I
Milepost 69
Asphalt parking areas ( 40 car,
20 RV spaces)

136,000

Asphalt road (22 ft by 400 ft)

28,000

Beach day use facility (1,500 sq ft)

225,000

Landscape and site development

12,000

AREA TOTAL

$2,289,000

Oceanside Sites
Phase 1
Parking turnouts (3-20 spaces ea, and
2-30 spaces ea)

$

Expand 8 turnouts by 10 spaces each

128,000

Obliterate 10-space turnout and restore site
AREA TOTAL

180,000

6,000

I
I
I
I

•I

$

84,000

I
I
I
I
I
I

Asphalt parking area (2-12 car/3 RV
spaces ea)

65,000

Canoe put-in/take-out (2 with docks)

24,000

Picnic tables (10 sites)

4,000

Wooden gate

1,000
16,000
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Phase 1

Portable chemical toilets ( 4)

1.

$

Soundside Sites

Bodie Island
Asphalt road (22 ft by 1,550 ft)
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New Inlet
Asphalt road

(22

ft by

100

ft)

7,000

Asphalt parking area (6 car, 8 car/
trailer spaces)
Boat-launching ramp (concrete,
by 30 ft)

46,000

20 ft
3,000

Portable chemical toilets (2)
Little Kinnakeet
Shell aggregate/marl trail
Hau lover
Asphalt road

8,000

(6 ft by 2,500 ft)

100,000

(22 ft by 100 ft)

7,000

Asphalt parking area (25 car,
5 RV spaces)

58,000

Portable chemical toilets (3)

12,000

Sandy Bay
Asphalt road

(22 ft by 100 ft)

Asphalt parking area

7,000

(15 car, 5 RV spaces)

Shell aggregate/marl trail

47,000

(6 ft by 250 ft)

10,000

Portable chemical toilets (2)

8,000

Hatteras Inlet
Portable chemical toilets (4)

16,000

Cockrel Creek
Asphalt road

58,000

(22 ft by 700 ft)

Asphalt parking area (7 car, 3

RV spaces)

26,000

Portable chemical toilets (2)
Great Swash
Asphalt road

8,000

(22 ft by 2, 400 ft)

Asphalt parking area (7 car, 3

168,000
RV spaces)

26,000

Portable chemical toilets (2)

8,000

AREA TOTAL

$

77

817' 000
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Cost Summary

Location

Net
Construction
Cost

Contingency
and Project
Supv. (31%)

Bodie Island
Developed Area

$1,224,000

$

379,000

Project
Planning
(15%)
$

Gross
Amount

184,000

$ 1,787,000

South of Salvo

308,000

96,000

45,000

449,000

Little Kinna keet

472,000

146,000

71,000

689,000

2,401,000

744,000

360,000

3,505,000

250,000

78,000

38,000

366,000

25,000

28,000

4,000

37,000

Ocracoke Island
Developed Area

2,289,000

710,000

343,000

3,342,000

Oceanside Sites

314,000

97,000

47,000

458,000

Soundside Sites

817,000

253,000

123,000

1,193,000

TOTAL

$8, 100 I 000

$2,511,000

$1,215,000

$11,826,000

Phase 1

$1,597,000

$

495,000

$

239,000

$ 2,331,000

Phase 2

$1,791,000

$

555,000

$

269,000

$ 2,615,000

Phase 3

$4,712,000

$1,461,000

$

707,000

$ 6,880,000

Cape Point/Lighthouse
Developed Area
Hatteras
Frisco

Interpretation
Implementation of the interpretive proposals will be carried out by the
National Park Service's Harpers Ferry Center.
The estimated costs of
interpretive plans and media are shown in table 7.
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Table 7:

Cost Estimates for Interpretive Plans and Media
(1983 Dollars)

Major interpretive plans and exhibits for
Whalebone Junction, Bodie Island, Hatteras
Island, Ocracoke Island, and Hatteras
Weather Bureau Station visitor centers 5 @ $125,000 each

$

625,000

Minor interpretive plans and exhibits for
Coquina Beach; Cape Point; and Ocracoke
campgrounds - 3 @ $50, 000 each

150,000

Parkwide coordinated wayside exhibit plan,
including nature trails

50,000

Parkwide travel information service - 7 units

56,000

Revised parkwide interpretive prospectus

25,000

Total net cost

$

906,000

Total gross cost (net plus 50%)

$1,359,000

Natural Resource Management
Costs associated with natural resource management for items such as
research, monitoring, planning, and studies are listed in table 8. The
work will be done by park and nonpark personnel.
Table 8:

Cost Estimates for Natural Resource Management
( 1983 Dollars)

Monitoring of shoreline erosion (in front of Cape
Hatteras lighthouse and parkwide over fouryear period)

$59,000

Monitoring of ORV impacts

8,000

Monitoring of water quality over five-year period

4,000

Monitoring of health and status of native wildlife
species and monitoring of distribution and status
of exotic animal species

6,000

Inventory of major vegetation types, distribution
of rare plants and communities, and distribution
of exotic species to develop a vegetation map and
study on fire management to develop a fuel model/
fire behavior map
Study on the natural role of fire on Cape
Hatteras
Total Gross Cost
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$96,000
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Cultural Resource Management
Costs associated with cultural resource management for items such as
research, planning, and studies are listed in table 9.
The items
identified are listed in the desired order of priority. The work will be
done primarily by nonpark personnel.
The responsible NPS units are
indicated by the following codes:
CAHA, Cape Hatteras National
Seashore;
SERO,
Southeast
Regional
Office;
SEAC,
Southeast
Archeological Center; and DSC, Denver Service Center.
Table 9:

Cost Estimates for Cultural Resource Studies
( 1983 Doi la rs)

Historic Resource Study ( DSC/SEAC)

$

Administrative History of Cape Hatteras NS (DSC)

60,000
40,000

Historic Structure Reports for Cape Hatteras Light
Station, Little Kinnakeet Lifesaving Station, Bodie
Island Light Station, Bodie Island Lifesaving/Coast
Guard Station, and Hatteras Weather Bureau Station
(DSC/SEAC/SERO)

400,000

Historic Structure Preservation Guides for Cape
Hatteras Light Station, Little Kinnakeet Lifesaving
Station, Bodie Island Light Station, Bodie Island
Lifesaving/Coast Guard Station, and Hatteras Weather
Bureau Station (CA HA/SERO/DSC)

50,000

Historic Grounds Studies for Cape Hatteras Light
Station, Little Kinnakeet Lifesaving Station, Bodie
Island Light Station, and Hatteras Weather Bureau
Station (DSC)

50,000

Historic Furnishings Report for Little Kinnakeet
Lifesaving Station (DSC)

25,000

Little Kinnakeet Lifesaving Station Operations
Study (DSC)

20,000

Ocracoke ( 11 Banker 11 ) Horses Cultural Study
( CAHA/Contract)

20,000

Sociocultural and Fol klife Study (CA HA/Contract)

8,000

Historic Furnishings Report for Cape Hatteras Light
Station, Principal Keeper•s Quarters (DSC)

25,000

Collections Preservation Guide for Cape Hatteras
Group, including Cape Hatteras NS, Wright Brothers NM,
and Fort Raleigh NHS (CAHA/SERO/DSC/SEAC)

40,000

Total Net Cost

$

Total Gross Cost (Net Plus 67%)

$1,232,000
80
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ADDITIONAL PLANNING AND RESEARCH REQUIREMENTS
The GMP describes broad objectives and general guidelines for resource
management programs and visitor use. A number of future program plans
will direct specific management actions.
Comprehensive management,
monitoring, and research programs for natural and cultural resources will
be further specified in resource management plans.
An interpretive
prospectus will describe interpretive programs in detail.
Natural resource research requirements include the following:
Monitoring of shoreline erosion
Monitoring of impacts of ORVs
Inventory of major vegetation types, distribution of rare plants and
communities,
and
distribution of exotic species to develop a
vegetation map
Study on fire management using vegetation map as base for a fuel
model/fire behavior map
Study on the natural role of fire on Cape Hatteras
Monitoring of health and status of native wildlife species
Monitoring of distribution and status of exotic animal species
Monitoring of water quality
Cultural resource research requirements include the following:
Historic resource study
Historic structure reports and/or historic
guides for resources identified in table 4

structure

preservation

Collections preservation guide
Historic grounds studies
Study on genetic origins of the Ocracoke

11

Banker 11 horse herd

Ocracoke horse management plan
Cape Hatteras National Seashore administrative history
Historic furnishings reports for Little K innakeet Lifesaving Station
and principal keeper's quarters, Cape Hatteras Light Station
Sociocultural resource study
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Visitor use requirements include the following:
Review and completion of interpretive prospectus
interim plan now guiding seashore interpretation

to

finalize

the

SITE PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT CONSIDERATIONS
New buildings will be mobile or of flood-proof construction, energyefficient, and accessible to the handicapped.
All buildings will be in
conformance with the following applicable regulations:
Executive Order
11988 11 Floodplain Management, 11 Executive Order 11990 11 Protection of
Wetlands, 11 Executive Order 12003 11 Energy Policy and Conservation, 11
Public Law 90-480 (Design and Construction of Public Buildings to
Accommodate
the
Physically
Handicapped),
and
Public Law 93-112
(Rehabilitation Act of 1973).
Cape Hatteras is wel I-known for its history of northeasters, hurricanes,
and other storms (Bosserman and Dolan 1968).
Most of the national
seashore is in the coastal high-hazard area as delineated on the National
Flood Insurance Rate maps (U.S. Departmen"t of Housing and Urban
Development, Federal Insurance Administration 1978).
Those sections of
the barrier islands not in the coastal high-hazard area are still within the
100-year floodplain (see Floodplains map).
Also, wetlands occur along
much of the soundside of the national seashore and in areas near Buxton
(see 11 Environmental Consequences, Compliance Considerations 11 ) .
Therefore, the most important consideration in siting and designing
facilities is the dynamic character of the barrier islands, especially with
respect
to in let-prone areas,
shore I ine erosion, oceanic overwash,
soundside flooding, shifting dunes, and windblown sands.
In considering
the rehabilitation and/or relocation of existing facilities and the siting of
new facilities, historical coastal erosion and overwash data (Dolan et. al
1975) were examined.
Accordingly, building sites that will interfere with
these processes, or that wi II be adversely affected by them, will be
avoided to the greatest extent possible.
At proposed building sites within the coastal high-hazard area, structures
will either be elevated on open works--walls, columns, piers, piles--or
will be portable, removable, or expendable. The finished floor elevations
of the more permanent buildings will be above the combined storm surge
and wave height as calculated for the specific site, to accommodate the
100-year floodwaters.
The space below the lowest floor will be free of
obstructions to minimize impact on the structure by abnormally high tides
or wind-driven water.
Construction requirements will be in accordance
with the 11 Floodplain Management Criteria for Flood-Prone Areas" ( 44 C FR
60.3). Other suggested design guidelines are included in the "Design
Manual, Cape Hatteras National Seashore, North Carolina 11 (MTMA Design
Group, P.A. 1979).
Site development will reflect the existing landscape character. Only plant
materials indigenous to the barrier islands will be used in landscaping
proposed visitor contact stations.
Indigenous plants will be used for
vegetative screens and low foundation plantings to minimize both onsite
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and offsite visual intrusions .
Vegetative disturbance and earthwork will
be minimized in siting new facilities by taking advantage of previous
building sites or parking areas and existing or abandoned roads and
trails.
Where poss i ble, new build i ngs \viii also be sited to . use existing
facilities.
All new utilities will be placed underground and concentrated
where possible in a corridor along the roadway.
Soil erosion resulting
from construction will be reduced by controlling storm-water runoff.
Trails across the dune ridge will be sited to conform with natural site
conditions.
Boardwalks will be used where appropriate to minimize
erosion of dunes and d isturbance of wetlands.
Cultural resources within project areas will be located and evaluated by
professional surveys, which will be conducted early in the project
planning and design stages. Adverse impacts wil I be avoided or mitigated
by professional data recovery or other means.

I
I
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New structures will be designed to be barrier-free and barriers will be
removed from existing structures to provide access for the handicapped.
Elevated structures will be accessible via ramps with landings. Curb cuts
or ramps will be installed in parking areas . Picnic sites and campgrounds
will have some barrier-free tables and level sites located close to comfort
stations.
Except in areas where barrier-free design would cause serious
environmental impacts, trails and boardwalks will be barrier-free with
respect to trail width, grade, and surfacing.
Because soundside sites experience frequent flooding, development will be
held to a minimum, and improvements will be considered expendable.
Parking space of 0 . 25 to 0. 5 acre will be required at most oceanside and
soundside sites to accommodate about 20 vehicles on the soundside and 30
vehicles on the oceanside.
Materials such as shell aggregate, marl, or
asphalt will be used for surfacing the access roads and parking areas .
Asphalt is preferred due to its relatively low maintenance cost.
Future need to relocate NC 12 may require crossing wetlands.
If there is
no alternative available to crossing wetlands, trestles, culverts, or other
structures will be used to minimize occupation of wetlands or modification
of wetland hydrology.
Weather conditions affecting property management and human safety and
comfort include high winds, intense rain, intense sunlight and heat, salt
spray, and humidity.
The annual daily maximum air temperature is 69°F,
and the minimum is 56°F.
The average annual rainfall is 55. 62 inches.
It is frequently windy day and night with 11 miles per hour as the mean
wind speed.
The prevailing summer wind i s from the southwest, and the
winter wind is from the northeast (U.S. Department of Commerce, NOAA
1969).
Due to the frequent winds, air pollution is not a significant
problem in the park.
Buildings will be oriented to min1m1ze east and west solar exposure. This
orientation will reduce both hot summer afternoon sun and cool winter
winds.
Wherever possible, indoor and outdoor activity spaces will be
oriented
to
the
south
and
shaded
with
architectural
features.
Supplemental planting of vegetation may be needed to modify the
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microclimate for improved southwest wind movement in summer, and also
to provide protection from cool northeast winds in winter.
Facilities will
be arranged in patterns that allow summer winds to facilitate cooling and
reduce humidity.
Solar accessibility is excellent, and passive or active
solar systems will be considered for space heating and cooling and for
water heating.
Potable water is supplied primarily from onsite wells or nearby NPS well
fields.
However, water is also obtained from the city of Nags Head and
the Ocracoke Water Association.
Potable water will continue to be
monitored to meet standards under the Safe Drinking Water Act (42 USC
300 f-j).
Septic tank/leachfield systems are currently used for sewage disposal.
Under the proposal, portable chemical toilets will be installed at minor
oceanside
access
sites
and
selected
soundside
sites.
Other new
developments will have septic tank systems.
In all cases, wastewater will
be treated and disposed of in accordance with the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act and standards set by the state of North Carolina.
Dare County currently collects solid waste from the national seashore by
contract, and the waste is deposited in a landfill site at Buxton (building
materials only) and at Manteo.
Solid waste will continue to be collected
and disposed of in accordance with the Resources Conservation and
Recovery Act of 1976 ( 42 USC 3251 et ~.).
Electricity will continue to be provided by the Virginia Electric and Power
Company on Bodie Island, by the Cape Hatteras Electric Membership
Corporation on Hatteras and Pea islands, and by the Tideland Electric
Membership Corporation on Ocracoke Island.
Park facilities and equipment will be operated in compliance with the Clean
Air Act as amended ( 42 USC 7401 et ~.) and the Noise Control Act of
1972 as amended ( 42 USC 4901 et ~·).
Managed burning will be
coordinated with the state to minimize the effects of smoke on air quality.
Minimum dredging or filling may be necessary for construction of some
proposed facilities, such as the boat ramps at Ocracoke Village. Permits
required under section 404 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act will
be acquired prior to construction.
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES OF THE PROPOSAL
AND AL TERNAT!VES

SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL AND ALTERNATIVES
In the Environmental Assessment, General Management Plan/Development
Concept Plan, Cape Hatteras National Seashore, North Carolina (USDI,
N PS,
DSC 1981), alternatives for development were presented and
analyzed on four issues--oceanside sites for day use, soundside sites for
day use, bicycle trails, and campsites. This GMP addresses other issues
as well.
Table 10 summarizes the proposal and alternatives considered for each of
the developed areas of the national seashore.
The table is organized
according to areas of development as in the "General Development 11
subsection.
The proposal summarizes the proposed actions described in
that section.
Alternative 1 (no action) rep resents a continuation of
existing conditions. Alternative 2 (minimum requirements) represents the
minimum amount of development necessary to be responsive to legislative
mandates for the national seashore.
Alternative 3 is not an interrelated
management program as are the proposal and alternatives 1 and 2, but is
rather a collection of individual, site-specific actions considered during
planning.
In some cases, no actions were considered reasonable other
than those already contained in the proposal and in the no-action and
minimum requirements alternatives. Many elements of the GMP are common
to the proposal and all of the alternatives, including the programs for
natural and cultural resources management. These elements are presented
in the 11 Proposed Plan 11 section and are omitted from the summary table.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES
In keeping with the directives in section 4 of the national seashore's
enabling legislation, the Park Service proposes only that development
considered appropriate to provide a satisfactory visitor experience and
necessary for efficient operation and management of the national seashore.
Management actions to preserve and protect natural and cultural resources
would virtually be the same for the proposal and all alternatives.
To minimize impacts on the natural environment, specific guidelines would
be followed.
Development would be sited primarily in vegetated sand flats
and would avoid wetlands and maritime forests.
Where possible and
appropriate,
development would
occur
in
already disturbed sites.
Development on sand dunes would be limited to pedestrian boardwalks or
vehicle ramps to channelize traffic and preserve the dunes, while still
providing access to beaches.
The inevitable, gradual westward migration of the barrier islands would
continue with little or no impedence from NPS activities.
Eventually,
vegetation and wildlife habitat would be more naturally distributed, as
would dunes and dune systems.
Some structures might be removed due
to shoreline erosion, but expensive and futile shoreline stabilization
projects would be avoided.
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I ilble 10 :

Area of Development

Alternative 1
No Action

Proposal

Alternative 2
Minimum Requirements

Alternative 3
Other Actions Considered

Same as alternative 1

Whalebone Junction--provide new

Maintain existing seasonally

mr1nned visitor contact station

manned visitor contact

by relocating Coast Guard
station

kiosk

Coquina Beach--relocate facilities
we't of present location

Maintain in present location

Same as alternative 1

Bodie Island lighthouse--modify
vi s itor use facilities to facilitate
handicapped visitor use

Maintain existing visitor use
facilities

Same as alternative 1

Bodie Island lighthouse--provide
canoe-launching area with
parking on soundside

Provide no facilities for
canoe launching

Same as alternative 1

Oregon Inlet marina--add 2 boatlaun c hing r·amps to 3 existing
ramps

Maintain 3 boat-launching
ramps

Same as alternative 1

Oregon Inlet campground-maintain 120 sites open to public
on seasonal basis; add new
entrance kiosk, pulloff parking,
and gates

Maintain 120 sites open lo
public on seasonal basis

Close selected sites and
shorten season

Designate selected sites for
tent use only; add primitive
campsites for backpackers
and bicyclists

Salvo Campground

Maintain 130 sites open to public
on seasonal basis; provide new
entrance gates and pulloff
parking at entrance; replace
temporary employee housing ;
and provide shower and toilet
facilities near dune crossing

Maintain 130 sites open to
public on seasonal basis

Close selected sites and
shorten season

Add primitive campsites for
backpackers and bicyclists;
provide major facilities for
beach day use; and remove
employee housing

little Kinnakeet

Adapt for interpretive use;
provide visitor parking and
comfort stat ion; and provide
pedestrian trail for soundside
access

Adaptively use structures
for NPS storage

Same as alternative 1

Provide primitive camping
for bicyclists and backpackers; adaptively use
buildings, such as school
group interpretation or
scientific research lab or
hostel

Cape Hatteras
lighthouse Area

If lighthouse is protected in
place :
Retain existing parking for
lighthouse and museum

Similar to proposal, except
no new parking area or
shower and toilet facilities
for beach users

Same as alternative 1

Similar to proposal, except

Same as alternative 1

Bodie Island

co

Summary of Proposal and Aflernalives

o:>

Retain existing museum/ inter-

pretive center/ranger station
in keeper's quarters

- Develop new parking area and
shower and toilet facilities
for beach users
If lighthouse is moved:
Relocate keeper's quarters

with museum/interpretive
center/ranger station to new
site near lighthouse
Construct new parking area
near new site for lighthouse
Maintain existing parking for
beach users

no new shower and toilet

fac ilities for beach users

PrnvirtP "'hnwPr ::lnrl toilP1

facililie:; for beach users

....

e

e

- -e - - - - - - -· -·• - - - - ·- ·- - e- Pave spur roads and parking
areas and improve circulation
near fish-cleaning area

Continue use of unpaved
parking area near fishcleaning area

At campground: Maintain 202
sites open to public on seasonal
basis; designate selected sites
for tent use only; widen perimeter loop road and improve
circulation; provide parking near
entrance kiosk and additional
overflow parking; construct new
amphitheater; construct major
day use facility for beach users;
and provide adjacent parking

Maintain 202 sites open to
public on seasonal basis

Expand storage and office space
in maintenance area

Cqnlinue use of existing
inadequate storage and office
space

Replace existing temporary
housing

Continue use of existing
temporary housing

Develop bicycle trail system to
connect with Hatteras lighthouse
area

Continue bicycle use on
shoulders of existing roads

Hatteras Weather
Bureau Station

Restore interior and exterior for
adaptive use as museum

Continue use as employee
residence

Same as alternative 1

Frisco Campground

Maintain 128 sites open to public
on seasonal basis; provide new
entrance gates and pulloff
parking at entrance; and provide new employee housing

Maintain 128 sites open to
public on seasonal basis

Close selected sites and
shorten season

Ocracoke Island

At NPS site in Ocracoke Village :
- Construct new information/
orientation/interpretation center
- Provide new parking areas
- Improve automobile circulation
- Relocate ferry ticket sales
office
- Provide new soundside boatlaunching ramps
- Expand covered vehicle storage
area
- Replace temporary employee
housing

Cape Point

<XI

<D

At milepost 69 protected swimming beach:
- Construct major day use
facility for beach users
- Relocate ORV beach access
road
- Expand parking area

Similar to alternative 1, except close selected campsites
and shorten season

Add primitive campsites for
bicyclists and backpackers

Remove employee housing

Add primitive sites for
bicyclists and backpackers;
provide major facilities for
bea1ch day use; and remove
employee housing

Similar lo alternative 1
Continue use of temporary
information/orientation/
interpretation center and
existing parking

Continue use of temporary
employee housing

Continue use of existing
ORV beach access road

Remove employee housing

Alternat ive 1
No Action

Proposal

Area of Development

At Ocracoke campground:
Maintain 136 sites open lo
Maintain 136 sit1~s open to
public on seasonal basis
public on seasonal basis
Reconstruct perimeter road and
selected campsites
Pave roadways
Construct amphitheater and
associated parking lot and
pedestrian trails
Relocate ORV beach access ramp
At north end of Ocracoke Island :
- Leave area in natural state

Oceanside Sites

(,!;)

0

Oceanside access at 23 sites :
Major facilities at 3 sites-Coquina Beach, Cape Point,
and milepost 69 on Ocracoke
Island
Minor facililies at 3 sites-Salvo campground, Cape
Hatteras lighthouse, and east
of Hatler as Village (Sandy Bay)
Parking lots at 2 sites--Frisco
campground and Ocracoke
campground
Parking turnouts along NC 12
at 15 sites, with improvements

Alternative 2
Minimum Requirements

Alternative 3
Other Actions Considered

Close selected sites and
shorten season

Double size or campground
to 272 sites; add primitive
campsites for bicyclists
and backpackers

Same as proposal

Same as proposal

Provide primitive camping
area for bicyclists and
backpackers

Maintain major facility at
Coquina Beach; maintain
parking area at 4 sites- Cape Hatteras liqhthouse,
Cape Point area, Frisco
campground, and Ocracoke

Similar lo alternative 1,
but close selected turnouts
along NC 12

Provide major facilities at
S sites--Coquina Beach,
Salvo campground, Cape
Point campground, Frisco
campground, and milepost
69 on Ocracoke Island

campground; and maintain

parking turnouts along NC
12 at 16 sites, with no
improvements

Soundside Siles

Soundside access at 10 sites:
- Major facilities at 2 sites-Oregon Inlet marina and
Salvo campground
- Minor facilities at 8 sites
- Prohibit vehicle access to
all other sites

Major facilities al Oregon
Inlet marina and Salvo
campground; allow vehicle
access to SO other
undesignated, undeveloped
sites

Similar to proposal, but
with fewer sites developed
with minor facilities

Similar to proposal, _but
provide minor facilities
at additional sites

Parkwide Bicycle
Trails

Encourage the state to develop
bikeway along NC 12 by constructing bicycle lanes along
roadway shoulders

No new bicycle lanes
constructed

Same as alternative 1

NPS to provide trail systems
al Bodie Island (linking
Coquina Beach, Bodie
Island lighthouse, and
Oregon Inlet campground
and marina) and Ocracoke
Island (linking the village
with Ocracoke campground)

$12' 747 ,000

$561,000

$1,291,000

*

Gross Development
Costs

*No development costs are shown for alternative 3 because it is not a complete package direc tly comparable to the proposal and alternatives 1 and 2;
however, for most of the items listed in alternative 3, the cost would be greater than for the corresponding items in the proposal.
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The environmental consequences of the proposal and the alternatives are
summarized in table 11 .
COMPLIANCE CONSIDERATIONS
Executive Orders 11988 "Floodplain Management" and 11990 11 Protection of
Wetlands" direct federal agencies to avoid development in floodplains and
wetlands whenever there is a practicable alternative and to avoid to the
extent possible, adverse impacts associated with the occupancy or
modification of floodplains and wetlands.
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Because Cape Hatteras National Seashore was established to protect
natural and cultural resources and to provide for water-oriented
recreation, management and visitor use faci Iities are of necessity located
within the national seashore, and in some cases, in relatively close
proximity to the ocean or sound.
Since the entire national seashore is
within the 100-year floodplain and most of it is in the coastal high-hazard
area, options for placement of facilities necessary for the management and
legislated use of the national seashore outside the coastal high-hazard
area or 100-year floodplain are nonexistent.
Upon completion of this
plan, a statement of findings will be prepared that will identify the effect
the plan has on Floodplains and will describe actions to be taken to
minimize those effects.
Proposed development sites, with two exceptions, are not within wetlands.
One exception, the soundside site at New Inlet, will be an improvement of
an existing gravel parking area and will result in no further occupation
or significant modification of the surrounding wetland.
The other
exception is at the NPS developed area in Ocracoke Village, where less
than 0. 1 acre of well.and vegetation will be disturbed to provide
boat-launching ramps for recreational use. Since dredging is proposed, a
section 404/section 10 permit will be required from the Corps of Engineers
prior to initiating this project. At some soundside sites, boardwalks may
be constructed to allow visitor access and interpretation of wetlands, an
action permitted under NPS guidelines for compliance with Executive
Order 11990 .
As detailed in the biological assessment (see appendix D) and in
compliance with the Endangered Species Act of 1973, the National Park
Service concludes that there will be no effect on 11 endangered or
threatened species potentially in the national seashore and that the
proposed management of loggerhead turtle nests will continue to protect
the species.
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service was formally consulted
concerning loggerhead turtle management in the park, and a biological
opinion was issued confirming the present management (see appendix D).
The Park Service will continue to cooperate with the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service and the National Marine Fisheries Service in the
management of endangered or threatened species. Both agencies wi 11 be
contacted again concerning possible newly listed species or other
information relating to protected species prior to construction of planned
developments .
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Table 11:

Area or Development

Proposal

Bodie Island
Visitor contact
Visitor orientation/information
station at
would be improved, thus
Whalebone Junction relieving frustralions now
e><perienced by many park
visitors.
Approximalely 1 . 25 acres of
existing disturbed land would
be occupied plus 0 . 25 acre or
vegetated sand flats.

Environmental Consequences or Proposal and Alternatives
Alternative 1
No Action
Existing orientation/information would continue lo be
inadequate, especially for
first-lime visitors, resulting

Alternative 2
Minimum Requirements

Alternative 3
Other Actions Considered

Same as alternative 1.

in frustration.

Existing site (1.25 acres)
would remain in an unsightly
condition.

Building would require more
energy for utilities than e><isting
kiosk.
Operating expense would increase
due to manned vs. existing
unmanned station.
Coquina Beach

Parking area and other facilities
would be less subject to damage
by overwash, and maintenance
cos ls would be reduced.

<D

There would continue to be
no major operating costs
associated with 1.he site.
Parking area would continl1e Same as alternative 1.
lo be covered by sand
during overwash and would
be subject to destruction .
Possibility of damage to
other facilities would increase
as shoreline continues lo
erode.

N

About 2 to 3 acres or vegetated
sand flats would be disturbed
by relocated facilities, and
about 2. 75 acres currently
occupied would be restored.
Lighthouse

--

Barrier-free design of visitor
use facilities would make them
accessible to disabled visitors,
thus opening them to a larger
segment of the public.

Some of the existing
facilities would continue to
be inaccessible lo disabled
visitors.

Same as alternative 1.

Canoe-launching area would provide opportunity for visitors to
experience the sound shore on
their own, resulting in a more
educational and satisfying
exp!!rience. Approximately 1 . 25
acres would be occupied; disturbance of wetlands would be
minimal, and visitor understanding of wetland values would
be enhanced.

launching of private canoes
would continue to be
difficult at this site.

Same as allernative I.

Oregon Inlet
marina

Additional boat-launching ramps
would alleviate existing congestion; ramps would be placed on
a previously disturbed site .

Existing ramps would continue lo be con9ested,
resulting in visitor frustration and safety hazards .

Same as alternative 1.

Oregon Inlet
campground

Operations, security, and vehicle
circulation at entrance would
be improved, thus increasing
efficiency and visitor
satisfaction.

Congestion would continue
at entrance .

Some visitors would be disappointed due to a shorter
season. Congestion would
continue at enlrance . NPS
maintenance costs would be
reduced.

Designated tent sites and
primitive campsites would
result in a more satisfying
experience for visitors who
are tenting, · backpacking,
and bicycling. Additional
sites would incr'ease

I..

maintenance costs .

--

e

..
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- ·- - - - - - -· - - - - ·- -e- Salvo Campground

Security and vehicle circulation
al entrance would be improved .

Congestion at entrance to
campground would
continue.

Similar lo alternative 1, with Bicyclists and backpackers
increased visitor disappoint- would benefit from having
ment al shorter camping
designated sites .
season.

New employee housing would be
flood-proofed and safer than
house trailers being replaced .

NPS maintenance costs would NPS maintenance costs would
Existing employee housing
increase. Employees would
be reduced .
would continue to be less
have to find housing at
safe than permanent,
properly designed structures .
tourist rates in Salvo or
other villages, which would
be an economic hardship,
but would contribute to
the local economy.

Shower/toilet facilities would
provide beach users with a more
satisfying experience.

Beach users , especially

An additional day use facility
would be available to beach
users.

noncampers, would continue
to experience the inconvenience of having no
shower /toilet facilities .

less than 1 acre of vegetated
sand flats would be distUl'bed.
Little Kinnakeel

({)

w

Visitor experience would be enhanced by providing interpretive living history programs at
this historic site and by new
soundside facilities.

There would continue to be
no interpretive program and
no improved soundside
access.

Same as alternative 1.

Employee residence would contribute lo more efficient park
operations in this remote section
of the park .
Less than 1 acre of vegetated
sand flats would be disturbed
by the proposed development.
Historical value of structures
would be maintained by proper
adaptation.
Cape Hatteras
lighthouse Area

Bicyclists and backpackers
would have an additional site
in which to camp . Maintenance
costs would increase. Special
groups would have the
opportunity to use the
facilities for research or
educational programs.

About 2 acres of vegetated
sand flats would be occupied .

Shower/toilet facilities and additional parking for beach users
would alleviate overcrowded conditions at existing parking area
and provide for clearer separation of visitor uses. (Note:
Impacts of lighthouse protection
or relocation are beyond the
scope of this document and are
analyzed in a separate study . )

Overcrowded conditions at
the existing parking area
and in the museum toilet
facilities, and conflicts
between beach users and
visitors to the historic
site would continue.

New parking area would disturb approximately 1 acre of
vegetated sand flats.

There would be no new
disturbance to the vegetation
at the site.

Same as alternative 1 .

Proposal

Alternative 1
No Action

Alternative 2
Minimum Requirements

Vehicle circulation and safety
would be improved, and crowded
parking conditions would be
alleviated. Tent campers would
be separated from trailer campers.

Vehicle circulation would
continue to be awkward, and
there would continue to be
inadequate space for overflow parking.

Similar to alternative 1,
with increased visitor disappointment at shorter
camping season. NPS
maintenance costs would be
reduced.

Proposed site of new amphitheater would be more convenient for noncampers and would
not require noncampers to enter
campground.

There would be no amphitheater, resulting in lost
opportunities to educate
the visitor through interpretive programs.

About 1 to 2 acres of vegetated
sand flats would be disturbed.

There would be no new disturbance to the vegetation
in the vicinity of the campground.

Satisfaction of beach users would
be enhanced with addition of

Beach users, especially
noncampers, would con-

Area of Development
Cape Point
Campground

Beach day use
facility

day use facility.

Vehicle circula-

tinue to experience the

inconvenience of having no
shower /changing/toilet
facilities.

Fish-cleaning
area

Parking and vehicle circulation
would be more convenient and
safer. Sand dunes would receive
greater protection by channelizing vehicular traffic on beach
access ramps. Development would
occur in already disturbed sites
totaling 2 acres.

Parking and vehicle circulation would continue to be
undesignated and disorganized, resulting in increased
chance for accidents and a
less satisfying visitor experience. Damage to sand
dunes would continue due
to unchannelized traffic.

Bicycle trail
system

Bicyclist's safety and enjoyment
would be enhanced by new
bicycle trail. Bicycle lanes would
occur along existing disturbed
rights-of-way and would require
an additional 2. 5 acres of

Bicyclists would continue to
Same as alternative 1.
use existing roadways, which
presents a safety hazard.

~

Primitive campsites would be
available to backpackers and
bicyclists. Additional sites
would increase maintenance
costs.

Same as alternative 1.

tion of noncampers would be
separated from that of campers,
thus avoiding conflicts. Construction of facility would
disturb about 2 acres of
vegetated sand flats.

<.O

Alternative 3
Other Actions Considered

Same as alternative 1.

pavement.

NPS maintenance
and housing area

Park operations would become
more efficient. Employee housing
would become more permanent
and safer from storm and flood
damage than the existing
trailers and cabins to be
replaced.

Work and storage space
would continue to be inadequate. Employee
housing would continue to
be temporary and less safe
than permanent housing.

I..

Same as alternative 1.

Employees would have to find
housing at tourist rates in
Buxton or in a town farther
away, which would be an
economic hardship, but would
contribute to the local
economy.

.. .-

e

- --- - - - - - -· ... - - - - ... ·- -e- Hatteras Weather
Bureau Station

Adaptive use or structure as

a lJ. S. Weather Bureau museum
would enhance visitor under-

standing or the role or the tl. S.
Weather Burpau in man's attempt to understand and explain
the many facets or the barr.ier
islands' unique and dynamic
environment. All work undertaken on this historic structure

Visitors would not be
given interpretation or lhe
lJ . S. Weather Bureau's role
at Cape Haller as. NPS
employees would continue lo
reside at the stat ion.

Same as alternative 1.

Congestion al the campground would continue.

Similar to alternative 1,
with increased visitor disappointment at shorter
camping season.

Bicyclists and backpackers
would benefit from having
additional sites designated
for them; beach users would
benefit from an additional
site.

NPS maintenance costs for
campground would be
reduced.

NPS maintenance costs would
increase.

would be under the supervision

or the Park Service's cultural
rsource management specialists
in accordance with applicable
NPS cultural resource management policies and guidelines .
NPS employees would no longer
reside in the structure.
Frisco Campground

Security and vehicle circulation
at entrance would be improved.
Designated tent sites would
provide a more satisfying experience for tent campers.

No new area would be disturbed .

<D

less than 1 acre of vegetated
sand flats would be disturbed
for day use facilities.

(J1

New employee housing would be
safer and more permanent than
temporary housing being
replaced.

Ocracoke Island
NPS site in
Ocracoke Village

Existing employee housing
would continue lo be less
safe than permanent
structures.

Visitors would benefit from im-

Informal ion/oriental ion/

proved vehicle circulation;

interpretation facilities and

increased organized parking;
larger, more comprehensive infor·
mat ion/oriental ion/interpretation
facilities; and a more aesthetically pleasing site. The visitor
experience would be enhanced by

NPS office and storage space
would continue to be inadequate . Visitor parking and
circulation would continue
to be somewhat disorganized. No opporlunily would

providing a continuous pedes-

exist for visitors lo launch

lrian greenbelt/walkway system
that lakes advantage of peripheral views from the site.
Boal-launching ramps would
enhance the opportunity for

boats . Employee housing
would continue to be unsafe
during floods.

visitors to experience the water

resources on their own; less lhan
0. 1 arres or wetland vegetation
would be disturbed; approximately
2, 300 cubic yards of sand would
be dredged from the sound. NPS
operations would become more
efficient with additional offke
and storage space. New employee
housing would be flood-proofed
and safer than the trailers they
replace. All development except
boat ramps would be on previou&ly
disturbed upland.

Employees would have lo find
housing al tourist rates in
Frisco, which would be an
economic hardship, but would
contribute to the local
economy.
Same as alternative 1.

Employees would have to find
housing al tourist rates in
Ocracoke Village, which would
be an economic hardship, but
would contribute lo the local
economy.

Allern.~tive

Area of Development

Proposal

1

No Action

Alternative 2
Minimum Requirements

Satisfaction of beach users would
be enhanced with the addition of
a day use facility. Visitor
safety would be improved, and
conflicts between pedestrians and
ORVs would be alleviated by relocating the ORV beach access
road.

Beach users would continue
Same as alternative 1 .
to experience t he inconvenience of having no
shower/changing/ toilet
facilities . Visitor use
conflicts would continue with
retention of OHV beach
access road in same area as
pedestrian beach access site.

About 1 acre of vegetated sand
flats would be disturbed by new
facilities and expanded parking.

There would be no new
disturbance to vegetation
at the site.

Ocracoke
campground

Site improvements would enhance
visitor experience and allow for
more efficient maintenance . The
amphitheater would provide
opportunities to educate more of
the visiting. public about the
resources of the national
seashore through interpretive
programs. Less than 0 . 5
acre of vegetated sand flats
would be disturbed.

Some campers would continue
to be dissatisfied with unimproved sites and unpaved
roadways .

Some campers would be disappointed with shorter
season. NPS maintenance
costs would be reduced.

Twice as many campers would
be able to enjoy camping on
Ocracoke, resulting in increased visitation and visitor
satisfaction. Campground
maintenance costs would increase . Tent campers,
bicyclists, and backpackers
would appreciate the additional sites designated for
them. Water consumption
in the campground would
double .

North end of
Ocracoke Island

No new areas of vegetated
sand flats would be disturbed.

Same as proposal.

Same as proposal.

Bicyclists and backpackers
would be able to camp at
the north end of Ocracoke
Island . NPS maintenance
costs would be increased.
Approximately 1 acre of
vegetated sand flats would
be disturbed .

Information would not be
determined for proper management or interpretation
of herd. Pasture would continue to be mechanically
manipulated.

Same as proposal.

Pasture would revert to
natural processes. Potentially
significant cultural resource
would be lost.

The existing unimproved
beach access points would
continue to be traffic hazards, would be unsightly,
and would continue lo contribute to dune erosion .
Absence of beach use
facilities would continue to
provide a less satisfying
visitor experience.

Similar to alternative 1, but
with more visitor dissatisfaction due to fewer parking
turnouts . NPS maintenance
costs would decrease .

Similar to proposal, but with
increased visitor satisfaction
due to more day use facilities.
NPS maintenance costs would
increase .

Milepost 69
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Ocracoke "Banker" Cultural and historical signifihorse herd
cance of herd would be determined . Genetic viability of herd
would be maintained. Effects on
pasture would be monitored, and
pasture would return to a more
natural condition.
Oceanside Sites

J-

Alternative 3
Other Actions Considered

Increased parking and improvements at NC 12 parking turnouts
would provide a greater opportunity for visitors to have convenient access to the beach ,
would contribute lo safer vehicle
circulation, and would help
reduce parking along road
shoulders. Less than 0.25 acre
or vegetated sand flats would
be disturbed at each turnout,
and a total or 1.5 acres would
be affected. Proposed boardwalks
would reduce erosion damage to
dunes . The four proposed access
sites within Pea Island National
Wildlife Refuge are in conformance with the refuge's 1981
master plan and would not affect
wildlife values . Additional
facilities would contribute to a
more satisfying visitor
experience for beach users.

&

e
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Soundside Sites

Designated sites and facilities
wou'd facilitate soundside access

Existing access roads would
continue to be used by

for all vehicles (not only 4·
wheel drive} and would make one
of the park's unique environments more accessible to a
wider range of visitors.

illegally, and would continue
to be a visual intrusion on
the landscape and an interference with natural

visitors, in some cases

Similar to proposal, but
with fewer access sites .
NPS maintenance costs would
be less than with proposal .

Similar to proposal, but with
more access sites . NPS
maintenance costs would be
higher than proposal.

Same as alternative 1.

Bicyclists would have safer
and more enjoyable routes
on Bodie and Ocracoke
islands.

succession.

Access roads, parking areas, and
facilities would be located on previously disturbed upland sites
and would not disturb wetlands .
Less than 0.3 acre of vegetated
sand flats would be disturbed at
each site except for Great Swash
where 1 acre or less would be
affected. The proposed site at
New Inlet is in conformance with
the 1981 master plan for Pea
Island National Wildlife Refuge
and would not significantly affect
wildlife values.

The large quantity of existing, unimproved access roads
is unnecessary for the
current and projected visitor
use demand . NPS law
enforcement would continue
to be more difficult than
if some of the access roads
were closed, resulting in
unnecessarily high operating
cost.

Existing access roads that are
closed would eventually return
to a natural state .

CD

.......

NPS maintenance costs would
increase .
Parkwide Bicycle
Trails

If the state provides bicycle
lanes along segments of NC 12,
bicyclists would be provided
with safer, more enjoyable
routes. Bicycle lanes would be
constructed on previously disturbed land .

Parkwide Cultural
Resources

Pursuant to "Management Policies" Same as proposal.
and NPS-28, management actions
at Cape Hatteras National
Seashore that might affect cultural resources would be reviewed
in advance by NPS cultural
resource specialists to ensure
that all feasible planning or
design measures are taken to
avoid or minimize any possible
impairment of these resources.
Should unavoidable adverse
effects be identified, they would
be mitigated in accordance with
the provisions of the referenced
policies and guidelines.

Bicyclists would continue to
be reluctant to travel NC 12
due to safety hazards of
competing with automobiles.

Same as proposal .

I
In accordance with the Council on Environmental Quality directive, the
Soil Conservation Service was consulted concerning possible effects on
prime or unique agricultural lands.
It advised that there are no such
lands within the national seashore.
The National Park Service has reviewed the state's coastal zone
management program and has informally consulted with the Office of
Coastal Management.
Based on the information so gathered and in
compliance with section 307( c) of the Coastal Zone Management Act of
1972, the Park Service believes that the GMP for Cape Hatteras National
Seashore is consistent with North Carolina's Coastal Management Program.
The state has identified areas of environmental concern within the national
seashore and associated policies and priorities for development.
The
proposed NPS use and designated state priority of that use for each area
of environmental concern are shown below.
State Priority
for Proposed
NPS Use

Area of
Environmental Concern

Proposed
NPS Use

Coastal wetlands
Estuarine waters

Conservation
Primarily conservation
Boat ramps at Ocracoke
Village, with associated
breakwater
Public access at selected sites
for recreation
Public recreation
Conservation, with public
access to beach provided
at selected locations
No development
Conservation

Estuarine shorelines
Ocean beaches
Frontal dunes and
ocean erodible area
Inlet lands
Public water supply,
well fields

Highest
Highest
Second
Highest
Highest
Highest
Highest
Highest

The Park Service believes that the GMP is also consistent with the Dare
County and Hyde County land use plans, which classify the national
seashore as conservation land.
The numerous cultural resources within Cape Hatteras National Seashore
that are included in or eligible for inclusion in the National Register of
Historic Places are entitled to the protection afforded them by section 106
of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 and its implementing
regulations,
as promulgated by the Advisory Council on Historic
Preservation (36 C FR 800).
In compliance with section 106 and 36 CFR 800, in September 1981, the
National Park Service, the National Conference of State Historic
Preservation Officers, and the Advisory Council executed amendments to
the 1979 programmatic memorandum of agreement (PMOA) on the NPS
planning process. Basically, the PMOA eliminates the requirement under
section 106 and 36 CFR 800 for Advisory Council and state historic
98
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preservation officer review of undertakings implementing basic planning
documents, such as the GMP for Cape Hatteras National Seashore, which
have been developed in consultation with the Advisory Council and the
appropriate state historic preservation officer( s).
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In accordance with the PMOA, the Advisory Council and the state historic
preservation officer have, to date, participated in the planning process to
develop the GMP through various onsite inspections and formal and
informal discussions and consultations with seashore staff and members of
the planning team.
These consultations will continue throughout the
planning process for the GMP.
Evidence of final compliance with section
106 will be included in the final environmental impact statement or the
finding of no significant impact document prepared for the GMP pursuant
to the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969.
At the appropriate time, the Park Service will provide the state historic
preservation officer with informational copies of its assessment of affect
forms to ensure that the office is kept informed of subsequent actions
undertaken to implement the GMP.
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APPENDIX A
Management Objectives
The National Park Service will manage Cape Hatteras National Seashore in
accordance with the legislated mandate to preserve the national seashore's
natural resources while providing compatible recreational opportunities.
The following objectives will be used to guide management and operation
of the national seashore.
RESOURCE OBJECTIVES
Cultural Resource Preservation
To identify and preserve cultural resources of the Outer Banks,
particularly those relating to man adapting to life at the ocean's edge.
To cooperate with the Chicamacomico Historical Association and other local
and civic organizations to preserve the unique cultural traditions and
historic structures of the Outer Banks.
Natural Resource Management
1 o manage Cape Hatteras National Seashore in ways that will enhance the
natural processes of barrier island dynamics and of succession of native
vegetation and wildlife and will mitigate the impacts of human interference
with these processes.

To integrate planning and management for Cape Hatteras
Seashore into regional planning and economic considerations.

National

To adopt an ORV management plan that will preserve the values of the
national seashore as required by Executive Order 11644 as amended.
Access and Circulation
To cooperate with the Department of Transportation of the state of North
Carolina in maintaining a transportation link through the national
seashore.
To work closely with the Department of Transportation in the planning for
the design and location of NC 12 to promote safety and to maximize
environmental compatibility.
Cooperation
To work with the state of North
jurisdiction for the national seashore.

Carolina

to

acquire

concurrent
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To develop procedures for implementing the cooperative planning and
monitoring activities identified in the memorandum of agreement existing
between the National Park Service and the Dare County Board of
Commissioners, dated September 27, 1977, and to seek to enter into a
similar agreement with the Hyde County Board of Commissioners .

.1

Lands
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To identify what land or interests in land need to be in federal ownership
to achieve management purposes consistent with public objectives in the
unit.
To the maximum extent practicable, to use cost-effective alternatives to
direct federal purchase of private lands and 1 when acquisition is
necessary, acquire or retain only the minimum interests necessary to meet
management objectives.
To cooperate with landowners, other federal agencies, state and local
governments, and the private sector to manage land for public use or
protect it for resource conservation.
VISITOR PROTECTION AND SAFETY OBJECTIVES
To provide visitors a park experience that will protect their persons and
possessions .
INTERPRETIVE AND VISITOR SERVICES OBJECTIVES
Environmental Awareness
To foster awareness, understanding, and appreciation of the natural,
historical, and cultural resources of the Outer Banks and their interrelationships;
and
to
help
visitors
associate
the
environmental
relationships they observe in the national seashore with their own
responsibility and relationship with the environment, thus provoking an
environmental conscience.
Recreational Opportunities
To introduce recreational and interpretive resources to visitors who may
be generally unaware of the opportunities afforded by the national
seashore.
Safety
To encourage visitors to safely pursue compatible recreational activities in
the national seashore and surrounding areas.
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To promote understanding of,

and

support for,

NPS goals and policies.
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APPENDIX B

XII. LEGISLATION nEL.\TI:SG TO NATIONAL
RECREATIONAL AREA
1. Cape H11tteras National Seashore Recreational Area project
Establishment of "C3pe Hatteras National Sea~hore" :iuthorized ....... .
.................................................................................. Act of Augu~t 17, 1937
Amend Act of August li, 1937, ~o as to redesil!'nate arc3 as the Cape
Hatteras .t\ational Seashore Recre3tional Area, hunting to be permitted within a portion of the ara .......................... Act of June 29, 1940

I

197

An Act To pro\'ide for the establishmPnt of the Cape Hatteras
:Sational Sushore in the St!.te of :\"orth Carolina, and for
other purposes, appro,·ed Au:;:ust 17, l93i (50 Stat. 669)'

Be it e11acled by lhl' Senate and House of Rcfrcsriilali~·l'S
of ll1e United States of .-ln1crica i11 Congress assembled,
HHtrras
That when title to all the lands t:xcept tho;e wi;hin the C•P<
.'\:>.t1or.3! St•·
limits of established villages, within boundaries to be desig- •nor<.~. C.
nated by the Secretary oi the Interior within the area oi Es:aLlishmf'nt;
rta. Joc.:luon,
approximately one hundred :>qt~are miles on t 1:e islands oi aCLC.
Chicamacomico. Ocracohe, Bodie, Roa:10ke, and Collington, and the waters and 1he lands be1:eath tlw waters adjacent ther~to shall ha\"e been \'estecl in the l:nited States,
said area shall be, and is herelw, established. dtdic;i1ed, an<l
set apart as a national seasho1:e for the l•enetit and enjoyment of the people and sh;ill be kno\\'n as the Cape Hattera~
Na:icinal Seashore: Pror:idrd, That the Cnited States 5hall Priwiso.
not purcha£e by appropriation of public moneys any lands D~nations of
within the aforesaid area. but such lands shall be securer! l:inJ._
by the United States only by public or private donation.
(16 U.S.C. sec: 459.)
of
Src. 2. The Secretary oi the Interior i;; hereby author- Arr~rtan<r
duuiuuni-, ~IC.
ized to accept donatio11s oi land, interests in land. buildings, structures, and other property, within the boundaries
of said national se;i;hore as <le1ermined and fixed hereunder
and donations oi funds for the purchase a11<l maintenauce
thereof, the title and evidence of title to l:ir.ds ;icquired
to be satisfactory to the Secretary of the Interior: Pro;·idr<!,
That hr may <1cquire on behalf of the wnited States under ..\cquisition of
!and.
any donated iund~ by purchase, when pmcha~ablc at prices
dee111c<l by him reasonahlc, otherwise b,· conclemna:ion
:?! St>t. J57.
under the pro\'i,;ion,; oi the Act of ..\ugust 1. 188~. such 40 l'.S.C. kC.
257.
tracts of bud within the said national sca•hore as ma\· be
nece:;sary for the completion thereoi. (16 L".5.C. sec. -t5.9a.)
Adrnini .. tr:\1ion,
Src. 3. The aclmini.-iration. prokcti"r.. and <lenlopment ttc
.. bv !\at1u11.ll
of the aforesaid national seashore ,..h:\11 he exercised under P~rk Strutt.
the direction of the Serretary of tlw Interior by the 1'\ational
t

Amtnded br Act of Juot :?9, lUO (H Stat. 70:?), p. 197.
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P1o:·i101.
Turic.tictiC"ll ni
1! h~r a.rrnr•r•

0

ta.it

.lt\'filf'd.

Fc.ltrll \\"•i.r
rf>'A'l"f •..\ct not
:>pvLc .i l,,:..:.

~

l 5!>1. 1063.
l".S .C. H'C
;91.
)h

Ri~lu

111

<"f ,·i11i:'

h."alc.ltt"I\!>.

PrrmJn~nt rts·
rn·anon as a
~ dJrrncu.

Pro-:.;10.
lfini~um

area.

Jtnrnionary
prvviJion.

C.\I'~:

11.\TTEl:.\S

Park Srnire. suhjC'Ct tn till' pro,·isions cif the .\ct of 1\11!;11s1
25, 1916 p~i S1;i: . .5J5), l'nti1ll-cl ··.\n :\ct fl) e~t;ilifoh :i
:'\ational !'ark SnYin:. and iur other purposes", as amendr<l: J>ru-.·icfrd, Tl1:1~ l'x··ept a,; hereinafter pro,·i<ieu nothing
lwn·in shall be co11stnu:cl to <lin~st the jurisuic1i011 of other
a~encies oi the Gnn:rnment now exercised o\·er Federal(1wned lands within the arc;a of the said Cape Hatteras ::\ational Sea~hore :. Pro-.·iJ.-d furtlirr, That the pro,·isions of
the Act of June 10, 1920, known as the. "Fe<i~ral Water
Po"·er Act"'. shall not apply to this na:iun:ll seashore:
. JnJ tro.-idrrf furlhrr, That the lcgal re,idt'11ts of Yillages
rderrc<I to in section l of ;his :\n sh:ill ha,·e :he right to
r:trn a Ji,·elilwod by fi:'hing with:n the ho11nclarics to bl!
dcsi6!l:l!t'cl by the Secretary of the Interior. s11hject to such
rules and n·gulations as the :'aid Secretary may 1.kem neces~ary in order to pro!ect the arr:i for recre:ition:il use as proYicled for in :his :\ct. (16 l' .S.C. sec. 459a-1.)
Si.::c. 4. Except ior ccrt:iin portions of the area, deemed
to be e~pecially adaptable for recreational usrs. partii:ularly
~"·i111111in6. boatin~. sailing, fishing, and other recreational
al·ti,·ities oi similar nature. \\'hich ~hall be denlopecl ior such
u~cs as lll'C'dtd, the said :trea shall he permanently reserved
as a primitiYe wil<luness and no de\'clop111ent of the project or p!;;n for :he conYenience of Yisitors shall be undcrtjkcn \\·hil:h \Yould be inco111patib?e \Yith the preservation
oi the uniqu" f!Ma au<l fauna or the physiographic conditions now pe,·ailing in this area: Prcn:idcrf, That the
Secretary of the Imerior may. in his discretion. accept for
arJ111inist ration. protl:c:ion. a!HI <le,·el<•p!ncnt by the }; ational
Park S1:rYice a minimum of ten thousand acres within the
area drscribcd in section 1 oi this :\~t. including the existing
Cape H attcras State Park. and, in addition. any other portions of the area de,:cribcd in section 1 hereof if the State
of Xorth Carolina shall agrre that ii all the lands described
in section 1 of this :\ct shall not ha\'e hcl·n conYeyed to the
l:'nited St:ttl'S within ten years from the pas!age of this
Act, the establishment oi the aforl!said national seashore
mav. in th1: <li~cretion of the saicl Secretan·. be abandoned,
and that, in lhe e\'ent of ~uch abandonment, the said State
will accept a n·rnmcyance of title to all lancls con\'eyeri by
it to the l·ni:rcl Stall's for s::iiu national se~~hore-. The lands
donak<l to the CnitcJ S1atl'5 for the purposes of this Act
hy parties other than sai(l State shall re\'ert in the event
of the aiore::.aid aha11dn1rn1cnt to the donors, or their heirs,
or other per$ons entitll'cl thereto by law.
Jn the? ncnt of !)aid abandonment. the Secretary of the
Interior shall extcute auy suitable quitclaim deeds, or other
writings entitled to record in the proper tountics of ~orth
Carolina stating the fort of abanclon111ent. whereupon title
shall rt\'trt to 1l10se t·ntitli:cl thereto hv law and no further
conveyan(e or proof of re,·ersion of ti.tle shall be required.
(16 U.S.C. sec. 459a-2.)
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SEC. 5. X ot\\"ithstancling any 01 her provisions of this
Act, lands and waters now or hen·after inclucled in :my
mi~ratory bird rcin~e uncla :he jnri,,clirtion of the Secretary of Agriculture. \\"ithin the hn1111rl:uies of the national
seashore as cle,,i~natccl uy the ~1xretary oi the Interior under
section 1 herc:1Ji. sh:ill co:1tim1e as such refuge under the
jurisdiction oi the Secretary of :\grirnlturc for the protection of migratory bird,;.. lmt st:ch lands and waters shall
be a part oi the aforesaid national se:!shore and shall be
administered b\· the ;\a1ic1nal Park Sen·ice for recreational
uses not inconsistent \\"ith the purpo~es of such rciuge under
such rules and regulation·~ as the Secretaries of the Interior
and Agriculture may jointly approYe. The prO\·iso to sec·
tion 1 of this Act shall nnt limit the power of the Secretary of Agriculture to acquire la11c.1s for any mi~ratory bird
refuge by purchase with any funds made aYailahle therefor
by applicable law. (16 U.S.C. sec. 459a-3.)

~f ic ra tor)
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Atl<tition• lo
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An Act To amend the Act entitlt>d "An Act to pro,·idt> for the
utablishmt>nt of the Cape Hattl.'ras :-iational Sc:?shore in
the State of ::'\orth Carolina and for other purpose!!<," appro\·ed Au11ust li, 1937 (SO Stnt. 669), appro,·ed June 29,
1940 (S.a Stat. 702)

Be it enacted by the Sr11alr a11d Ho11sr of Rcprrsrntati-z:cs
of Ilic U11itrd StafCJ of A 111rrira i11 C0119rrss assc111blcd,
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That the words "national seashore recre?.tional area" are
hereby sub;tituted in lieu of the \\"Ords "national srashore"
wherever such words occur in the Act of August 17. 1937
(50 Stat. 669). (16 U.S.C. sec. 459, 459a, 459a-1, 459a-2,
459a-3.)
SEC. 2. That section 3 of the aforesaid Act is herebv
amended by striking out the perind at the end thereof and
the addition of the following: ": •../ "'/ tro;:idcd furthrr, That
hunting shall be pcr111ittecl, nncler such rulec; and regulations
as may be prescrihcd by the Secrt'tary of the Interior in
conformity with the :\Iigratory Bird Treaty Act of July 3,
1918 (40 Stat. 755), as follows: (a) Vpon the waters of
the sounds incluc.led within tht! national srashore recreational area, (b) in the area nonh oi the Currituck Countv line,
( c) on Ocracoke hlancl, and ( c.1) within not more than
two thousand acres of lam! in the remaining portion of saicl
national seashore recreational area. as shall be designated
by the Secretary of the Inll'rinr: except on lands :ind waters
included in any existing or future wilcllife or migroitory
bird refuge and adjacent closed waters." ( 16 U.S.C. sec.
459a-1.)
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APPENDIX C
Visitation Statistics
Visitation to Cape Hatteras National Seashore has ranged between 1. 6
million and 2.1 million people per year from 1971 through 1982. This
includes both recreation and non recreation visits.
As shown by the
Annual Visitation graph, there has been an increasing trend in visitation
during this 12-year period.
However, it has not been uniform.
Visitation was 1,697,100 in 1971 and 1,931,200 in 1982; yet, the lowest
visitation (1,693;300) occurred in 1980, and the highest (2,043,300)
occurred in 1978.
Future visitation can be estimated by using a linear regression analysis.
Based on the data since 1971, this indicates that visitation is increasing
at a rate of 0. 9% per year. Projected into the future, estimated annual
visitation would be 1,958,000 in 1985; 2,037,000 in 1990; 2,117,000 in
1995; and 2,197,000 in 2000. Based on past data, these estimates should
be accurate· to within plus or minus approximately 200, 000 people (±10%).
The Monthly Visitation graph shows monthly distribution of visits for
1982. It is representative of the pattern of visitation that has occurred
for several years.
The summer months of June, July, and August are
the most popular, with 54% of the annual visits; 27% of the visits occurred
in May, September, and October; 13% occurred in March, April, and
f'.!ovember; and 6% occurred during the \.Vinter months of Decembei,
January, and February.
Peak daily visits during the summer months total approximately 20, 000.
However, on July 4, 1982, park visits totaled almost 30,000.
In 1982, there were 280, 150 overnight stays within the park, representing
15% of the total visitation.
Of this number, 252,346 people stayed in
campgrounds, which are open in the spring, summer, and fall, and 27, 804
were in boats harbored at Oregon Inlet marina and the NPS dock in
Ocracoke Village.
Parkwide, 61% of the campsites were occupied by
tents, and 39% were occupied by recreational vehicles.
Participation in visitor activities varies throughout the year, according to
the following ran king of popularity by season (in order of popularity):
January - sightseeing, visitor centers, fishing, and hunting; February I
March/ April/May - sightseeing, visitor centers, fishing, picnicking, and
surfing; June/ July I August - swimming, sightseeing, visitor centers, and
picnicking;
September - visitor centers,
sightseeing, fishing,
and
swimming; October/November - fishing, sightseeing, visitor centers,
boating, and picnicking; and December - fishing, sightseeing, visitor
centers, and hunting. This reflects the seasonal popularity of swimming
in the summer, fishing in the fal I and spring, and hunting in the winter.
The relative popularity of activities is shown in table 12.
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MONTHLY VISITATION - 1982
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Table 12:

Ranking of Activities by Popularity

Activity
Swimming (at protected and
unprotected beaches)
Visitor centers/lighthouse
Sightseeing
Fishing
Picnicking
Surfing
Boating
Self-guided tours
Hunting

Visitor
Participation
Percent
30

4

21

0.5

17
12
8

1
4

6

3
2
1

I

1
4
8

0.75
6

Generally, visitors concentrate near developed visitor use facilities on
Bodie Island, Cape Point, and Ocracoke Island. The use of ORVs is also
a prevalent form of recreation throughout the national seashore.
The
majority of ORV use occurs during October and November, the peak
fishing season.
According to a visitor survey (Anderson 1970), the greatest percentage
(41%)
come from North Carolina and Virginia; others are from
Pennsylvania (12%) and Maryland (9%).
There are 4. 5 people in the
average party.
The average visitor stays five days.
Of the
respondents, 42% had visited the Outer Banks before, with 4.4 visits as
the average number. Almost all (99%) stated that they had enjoyed their
stay, and 90% indicated they would return to the Outer Banks on future
vacations.
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APPENDIX D

BIOLOGICAL ASSESS'.·tENT FOR
ENDANGERED SPECIES
CAPE HATTERAS NATIONAL SEASHORE RECREATION AREA
GENERAL MA'\AGEHENT PLAN
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PURPOSE
In compliance with section 7 of the Endangered Species Act, the National
Park Service (NPS) has conducted an assessment of the probable impacts
on endangered or threatened species or designated critical habitat from
implementing the proposed general management plan (GMP) for Cape Hatteras
National Seashore Recreation Area in Dare and ~yde counties, North
Carolina. Data relating to studies of threatened or endang~ ~ ed species
are presented below as well as the conclusions of the National Park
Service concerning impacts of the plan.

THE PROPOSED PLAN
The GMP will guide resource management, visitor use, and development at
Cape Hatteras National Seashore Recreation Area for the next five to ten
years. The plan calls for continuing major visitor use and development
nodes at Bodie Island, Buxton, and Ocracoke Island and providing improved
beach and sound access points at 26 other locations in the national
seashore in order to disperse visitor use and direct visitors to hardened sites capable of sustaining recreational use.
(See attached
general development map).
Under the plan there will be an increased emphasis on resource inf ormation gathering, particularly in regard to vegetation mapping, fire
management, ~ater quality, and visitor use impacts.
Cooperation between
the National Park Service and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's Pea
Island Refuge staff, and the North Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission (NCWRC) will continue to be an important aspect of resource management in the park, particularly in regard to endangered species management.

LISTED SPECIES
In July 1982 the National Park Service requested information from the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) and the National Marine Fisheries
Service (NMFS) concerning federally protected species in the Cape
Hatteras region. The Fish and Wildlife Service advised that three
endangered species
brown pelican (Pelecanus occidentalis),
peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus tundrius), and bald eagle (Haliaeetus
leucocephalus)
and two threatened species
loggerhead turtle
(Caretta caretta) and American alligator (Alligator mississipiensis)
~~- are potentially in the project area.
In addition Lilaeopsis
carolinensis and Aeschynomene virginiae, two plants not presently listed
but under review for federal protection, may also occur in the national
seashore.
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The ~"'XFS advised that in addition to loggerhead turtle 1 the endangered
hawksbill (Eretmoch~ imbricata), Kemp's ridley (Lepidochelys kempii),
and leatherback (Dermpchelys coriacea) and the threatened green (Chelonia
rnydas) sea turtles may enter ~ark waters.
Three endangered whales
humpback (Megaptera novaeangliae), right (Balaena glacialis)_, and sei
(Balaenoptera borealis)
may rarely pass inshore close enough to be
within park waters.

SURVEYS CONDUCTED - STUDY METHODS
Data collected included review of NPS files, informal consultation with

FWS and NHFS personnel, and field surveys as described below.
RESULTS OF SURVEYS
Critical Habitat: No critical habitat for any species has been designated
or is under consideration for designation within Cape Hatteras National
Seashore Recreation Area.
Brown Pelican: Brown pelicans nest outside of the park and use areas of
the national seashore for feeding and bathing. Pelicans are very tolerant of human presence, and there are no major threats to the birds
within the park.
Peregrine Falcon: Peregines migrate though the park annually.
There
are no threats to the species within the park and no specific management
actions are necessary for its protection.
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Bald Eagle: Bald eagle nesting has occurred in coastal areas adjacent
to the national seashore and eagles are occasionally sighted within the
park. There are no threats to the species within the national seashore
and no specific management actions appear necessary.
American Alligator: An alligator was released in the Buxton Woods area
of the park in 1971. Apparently the same animal was removed from the
park in 1978 and released on a tributary of the Alligator River on the
mainland. It is unlikely any American alligators remain at Cape Hatteras
today.
Whales: The three species of whales mentioned above rarely enter park
waters, and there are no threats to the species within the park.
Sea turtles: Of the five species of sea turtles listed for the national
seashore, four species (hawksbill, leatherback, kemp's ridley, and
green) are occasionally sighted in park waters. There are no threats to
these species with the park. Occasionally dead turtles are washed up on
park beaches, and NPS and FV.'S personnel measure, record, and bury carcasses.
Loggerhead sea turtles not only use park waters, but also nest on
beaches in the national seashore.
Cape Hatteras is near the northern
limit of the loggerhead's nesting range, and nesting at the park is

I
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scattered. In 1980, for example, ten nests were located within the
national seashore (but outside of Pea Island National Wildlife Refuge);
the total in 1981 was four nests. Turtle crawls are sighted through NPS
or NCWRC aerial patrols or NPS and FWS beach patrols. All crawls are
investigated.
Normal day-time beach recreation, such as that which occurs at Cape
Hatteras, is compatible with turtle nesting according to Dr. Peter
Pritchard, co-leader of the FWS Sea Turtle Recovery Team. There are,
however, two potential threats to loggerhead turtle hatchling survival
at the national seashore
(1) disruption of nests from either
natural shoreline erosion or ORV traffic and (2) deep ORV tracks which
create a barrier to hatchlings attempting to enter the ocean. Normally
turtle nests are located near the foot of the primary dune above high
tide and often within a 20' margin at the dune base in which ORV use is
prohibited. Occasionally, however, turtles place nests within the tidal
overwash or within ORV high traffic areas. When this occurs NPS and FWS
personnel transplant the nests within 24 hours of laying to a portion of
the beach at Pea Island National Wildlife Refuge for incubation. This
method has been successful; for instance, in 1980 monitoring of relocated nests indicated an 80 percent hatchling survival rate.
an active nest is located, it is monitored by NPS and FWS personnel. Beginning 50 days after laying, a 300 foot-wide section of the
beach running from the dune base to the tide line is posted and closed
to ORV use in order to prevent ORV tracks from interfering with hatchling access to the ocean. At 60 days after laying, the nest is monitored daily to determine when hatching occurs. The beach section
remains closed to ORV use until hatching occurs or for a maximum of 25
days. If hatching has not occurred after 75 days from laying, the nest
is excavated to determine the cause of failure. The number of crawls,
nests, and hatchling success is recorded.
~~en

Candidate Species: Lilaeopsis carolinensis is known from a freshwater
marsh area near the Cape Hatteras Lighthouse and Aeschvomene virginica
is reported along the roadside on Ocracoke Island. Neither site will be
affected by the GMP.
CONSIDERATIONS OF CUHMULATIVE EFFECTS ON ENDANGERED AND THREATENED SPECIES
Proposed park developments will not affect any of the species listed by
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the National Marine Fisheries
Service. Loggerhead sea turtles could be potentially affected by visitor activities at Cape Hatteras National Seashore Recreation Area;
however, the proposed continuation of the current cooperative management
of ORV use and loggerhead nesting sites by the National Park Service and
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service will adequately minimize the threat
to the species and provide for their protection in the national seashore.
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DIFFICULTIES

ENCOU~TERED

IN OBTAINING DATA

STUDIES

No difficulties were encountered during the survey process. The data
obtained are considered adequate to assess impacts on endangered and
threatened species.

CONCLUSIONS OF THE AGENCY
The National Park Service concludes that there will be no new effect on
endangered or threatened species or critical habitat from the proposed
GMP for Cape Hatteras National Seashore. The National Park Service
recognizes the potential for adverse effect from ORV use on loggerhead
turtle nests and reproduction.
Ho\~ever, continuation of the current
program of nest relocation and beach closure in close coo?eration with
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service will adequately minimize the potential threat and will continue to promote the conservation of the species.
Although the NPS concludes that there will be no new effect on listed
species, formal consultation and a biological opinion is requested from
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in order to confirm the continuation
of the present endangered species management at Cape Hatteras.
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A.~D CO~lPLETING

l.'11iit:d States DcpJrt111cnt of the Interior
FISH A'\[1

WILDLIFE. SERVICE

PLATEAl" fll"ILDI1'G, ROOM A-5
50 SOLTH FRE,CH BROAD A\'Et-;UE
ASHE\'ILLE, '\ORTH CAROLL)\A 28801

December 14, 1982
Mr. Steve W. Ogle
~ctina ~eaion?l Director
t·;a t fo;.c. 1 Park Service
Southe2st Regi0ral Office
75 Spring Street, S.~.
Atl2r.ta, Georgia 30303
RE:

4-2-81-129

Dear Mr. Ogie:
This letter represents the Biological Opinior of the Fish and Wildlife
Service relative to the potential impacts of the Cape Hatteras National
Seashore General Management Plan on the threatened loggerhead sea turtle
(Caretta caretta). This is in response to your letter of October 29, 198?,
which requested for~2l consultation as required by the Endangered Species
Act of 1973, as amended. Consultation was initiated upon receipt of the
above letter on November 12, 1982.
With regard to the other species covered in the.Biological Assessment--the
brown pelican, pereqrine falcon; bal~ eagle, and the American alligator-your assessment of impact is adequate and supports the conclusion of the no
effect with which we concur. In view of this, we believe that the
requirements of Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act have been satisfied
for these species.
After careful consideration of the information provided in your assessment
and contacts with knowledgeable individuals, it is the Biological Opinion of
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service that the General Manage~ent Plan for Cape
Hatteras National Seashore in Dare and Hyde Counties, North Carolina, as
submitted, is not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of the
threatened loggerhead sea turtle. Because there is no designated Critical
Habitat within or near the project area, Critical Habitat will not be
affected. We understard that Cape Hatteras, being on the northern limit of
the loggerhead's nesting range, has only, limited nesting activity with only
14 total nests recorded from the area in the past two years (1980 and 19el).
The threats to this species involve disruption of nests from either natural
shoreline erosion or off-road vehicle (ORV) traffic, and rutting of the
beach by ORVs which creates a barrier that prevents hatchlings from reaching
the ocean. We understand that ORV use is prohibited on the seashore within
the strip of beach 20 feet from the base of the primary dunes. Loggerhead
nests are left alone to incubate naturally unless they are placed in areas
subject to tidal overwash or within ORV high traffic areas. In these cases
the nests are transplanted within 24 hours of laying to Pea Island National
Wildlife Refuge beach. The Park Service, in cooperation with Pea Island
National Wildlife Refuge staff, monitors all nests from laying to hatching.
Those that do not have to be moved are left completely alone until 50 days
after laying, when the Park Service closes off a 300-foot-wide section of
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t~ac~, r~Grina fro~ the dune base to the tide line, tc all OPV use in order
to prevent t i re tracks from interfering with hatchling access to the ocean.
~e believe these manas 2 ~ert provisions are acceptable and are not likely ~o
je opardize the continued existence of this species.

We have reviewed the proposed action with regard to cumulative effects. The
di~ect and indirect effect of this activity tooether with the identifiable
ef 1 ects of actions that are irterrelated o~ inierdfpendent with the proposed
activ i ty are alsc not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of the
loggerhead sea turtle .
An administrativ~ record of this consult~tion is maint2ined and open for
inspection a~ the Asheville Endangered Species Field Office, U.S. Fish and
~ildlife Service, 50 South French Broad Avenue, Plateau Building, Room A-5,
Ashev~lle, North Caroli~a 28801.
Obligations under Section 7 of the Act
must be reconsidered if (1) new information reveals impacts of this
identified action that may affect listed species or Critical Habitat in a
manner not previously considered, (2) this action is subsequently modified
in a manner which was not considered in this Biological Assessment, or (3) a
new species is listed or Critical Habitat determined that may be affected by
the identified action. We hope this consultation will be helpful to you in
fulfilling your obligations under the Endangered Species Act and look
forward to future cooperation between our agencies.
Sincerely yours,

t,J~t:?~
Warren T. Parker
Field Supervisor
Endangered Species
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National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
NATIONAL MARINE FISHERIES SERVICE

Southeast Region
9450 Koger Boulevard
St. Petersburg, FL 33702
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January 5, 1983
Acting Regional Director
National Park Service
Southeast Regional Office
75 Spring Street, s.w.
Atlanta, Georgia 30303
Dear Sir:
'nlis responds to your December 29, 1982, letter regarding the
Virgin Islands National Park, Biscayne National Park, Fort Jefferson
National Monument, and Cape Hatteras National Seashore. Biological
Assessments (BA)s were transmitted pursuant to Section 7 of the
Endangered Species Act of 1973 (ESA).
We have reviewed the BAs and concur with your determination
that endangered/threatened species under our purview would not be
adversely affected by the subject National Park Service Areas.
"nlis concludes consultation responsibilities under Section 7
of the ESA. However, consultation should be reinitiated if new
information reveals impacts of the identified activity that may
affect listed species or their critical habitat, a new species
is listed, the identified activity is subsequently modified or
critical habitat determined that may be affected by the proposed
activity.
Sincerely yours,

~a . o~
Charles A. Oravetz
Chief, Marine Mammals and
Endangered Species Branch
cc:
FWS/P.R.
'FWS/Vero Bch. FL.
FWS/Jacksonville, FL.
FWS/Asheville, NC
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As the Nation's principal conservation agency, the Department of the
Interior has basic responsibilities to protect and conserve our land and
water, energy and minerals, fish and wildlife, parks and recreation
areas, and to ensure the wise use of all these resources.
The
Department also has major responsibility for American Indian reservation
communities and for people who live in island territories under U.S.
administration.
Publication services were provided by the graphics and editorial staffs of
the Denver Service Center.
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